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THE BG NEWS
Environment
for
Excellence
Your freshmen year is one Bowling Green State University will
celebrate as it embarks on its 75th year of existence. Activities
planned throughout the year will enable you not only to see what your
school is today, but where it has been and where it plans to go in the
future.
As you begin a new time in your life, growing and changing with
new and different experineces, the University environment also
continues to grow and change.
Additional stories in this special Issue of the BG Hews will give
you a taste of Bowling Green's heritage.
Besides emphasizing the University's roots, the 75th anniversary is
a send-off Into the future, proving Bowling Green's
committment to be an "Environment for Excellence."
The campus has seen eras of generations — the war-winning 40s,
the bee-bopping 50s, the radical 60s, the settling 70s and the yuppies
of the 80s. It never falls. The professors who have been at the
University for at least 10 years always bring up their astonishment
at how calm the campus community has become since the Vietnam
War and the days of civil rights rioting. In ten short years, the
bellbottoms, long hair and peace signs have been replaced by polo
shirts, punk haircuts and Walkmans.
When those affiliated with the University look back at the
dramatic changes — the attitudes of the people, the political
picture, the fads, the styles, the architecture, as well as the
Institution — It is truly a blessing that the people In this country are
free to come together and shape the era how they please. It is this
freedom that the University salutes, along with 75 years of
existence. It also salutes 75 years of change and ability to adjust to
change. It has been a time frame of restlessness, yet progress.
And through It all, the University keeps up with the times
unrelentingly. Sharing BGSU's past are celebrities such as Lillian
Glsh, Tim Conway and Eva Marie Saint. Putting the city on the
Olympic map were Dave Wottle and his famous white cap in the
1972 800-meter run and Bowling Green's Scott Hamilton In the 1980
and 1984 figure skating competitions.
The spotlight shines on the "Environment for Excellence" once
again as the people of the present and the past welcome the
future.

Photos courtesy
of the Center
For Archival
Collections
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A confusing time for freshmen

Get involved
Accompanied by your tuition bill from the Bursar
you received a computer printout of your schedule. This paper tells you where you have to be and
what you'll be doing tor 15 hours a week during the
next four months.
If you follow your schedules and do a satisfactory
job with all your required work for the next four
years, you'll receive a diploma.
During those four years some of you will drop
out, some of you will do what is required and some
of you will go beyond the required work to become
involved.
People who become involved learn college life
isn't just sticking your nose in a book for hours on
end - though at tunes it may seem your classes are
only thing you have time for. College life is learning
how to interact with people, finding out about new
lifestyles and making new friends.
There are hundreds of opportunities to become
involved in campus events. You can become involved in student government, try out for a musical
group or audition for a play, work for a campus
publication, work as a disc jockey, join a social
fraternity or become involved in one of several
religious groups on campus. The opportunities are
limitless, Dut becoming involved is up to you.
Nobody is going to miss you if you don't make an
attempt to get involved.
\. Once you decide for yourself that getting involved is the thing to do, don't limit yourself. Open
Eour mind. Learn about everyone, everything and
ave fun doing it. If you're interested in something
you don't have experience in, don't hesitate to ask
questions and meet the challenge. The University is
a haven for variety.
Those 15 hours for 15 weeks will go quickly, those
four years will go even quicker. Use the tune you
have to become involved and make it a point to
leave the University with more than a diploma,
leave with an education.

We hope you enjoyed
Mom and Dad's Hotel
by Art Buchwald
The problem after a summer
vacation is that parents of college students can never be quite
aare if their children had a good
;2imeornot
g I've taken a leaf from Holiday
Inns, Howard Johnson motels
rand Hilton to solve this problem.
In many motel and hotel rooms
there is a form the management
asks the guest to fill out regard:^ng the service of the establish-

■nsflt

;• As a public service I am printing a similar form that parents
Scan mail to their children after
^they have returned to school to
:iind out if they were satisfied
:with their vacation visit. Just
-ilip it out and stick it in with the
piext check you send to your
doved ones.
£ Dear Guest,
£ In order to improve our service at... (write in address) we
are asking you to fill out the
following form. Your answers
will help us in our desire to
.Improve our guest operation and
:-to guarantee that you will come
•back again. A stamped return
^envelope is enclosed for your
'.convenience.
I 1. Were you happy with the
;hotel service you received from
'your mother? ... Your father?
:... Other members of the family? ... If you weren't, please
;tell us where you felt they let you
;down in the blank space on the
;back of this form.
■ 1 Were you satisfied with the
-meals? Please rate them as (a)
excellent (b) good (c) fair or (d)
:
poor.
< S. Could your friends find everything they wanted in the ice5jwx? Yes ... No ... Was there
^enough beer, wine and liquor
Available for them when they
dropped by? Were they satisfied
with their accomodations when
they decided to sleep over? Yes
.. No... Were there any complaints about the room service?
4. Did you find the house quiet
^enough when you slept late in
K morning? Were you dis-

turbed by anyone coining into
your room asking when you
were getting up? was your room
cleaned up satisfactorily while
you were in the kitchen having
breakfast.?
5. How did you find the laundry service? Were there always
fresh clothes in your drawers
and did our staff pick up the
dirty ones everyday which you
threw on the floor?
6. What was your opinion of
our limousine service? Was
there a car always available
when you needed it or did you
have to wait until a member of
the family completed an errand? Did the doorman park
your car or did you have to do it
yourself?
7. How would you rate the
help? (a) friendly and on the
job; (b) willing to drop everything to resolve a request, no
matter how demanding: (c)
surly and uncooperative. In this
respect were you made to feel at
home, or did you get the impression the help would be happy
when your vacation was over*
8. Did you find our cashier
cooperative and willing to dispense funds at any time of the
day or night? Or did he hesitate
to give you cash when you
needed it?
9. Finally, did we at Hotel...
(fill in your name) provide you
with the summer vacation you
dreamed of? Did it live up to
your expectations? Will you
come back as our guest at
Thanksgiving?
Our existence depends on your
patronage and our only purpose
Is to make you happy, u we have
done so we're very pleased. If
we have failed you in any way.
no matter how small, we would
like to hear from you. Remember: "Our Casa Is Your Casa."
Sincerely yours,
(Name of mother),
Housekeeper and Director of
Catering
(Name of father),
Manager and Chairman of the
Board
Art Buchwald Is a Los Angeles
Tiroes syndicated columnist.
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by Mike Mclntyre
So you're finally on your own.
And you've probably longed
for this moment since your senior year of high school began
winding down.
There will be no more pleas to
clean your room, you can let it
get as messy as you want. Stay
out as late as you like, there 11 be
no questions asked.
Now that you're a college
freshman, you may finally say
"I'm free/ knowing that only
you, and maybe a few strict
dorm policies, govern your behavior for the entire schoolyear.
Envisioning the year ahead,
you think of good times and nonstop fun. You imagine getting
great grades, going to parties,
and possibly pledging a fraternity or sorority.
But in the back of your mind,
the horror stories you've beard
about freshman year keep coming back. You're worried about ,
being picked on as a first year
student iust as you were when
you started high school.

utterly false.
• Freshmen can look forward
to trying to cram every bit of
college ufe into the first month
of school. They will stay up late,
eat pizza, drink, and do just
about anything responsible parents wouldn't permit, while trying to keep up good grades.
(Just one little hint: it doesn't
work.)
a Freshmen can look forward
to losing much of their privacy
by living in the dorms. Where
public restrooms are the norm,
privacy is nearly impossible.
• And they can look forward to
feeling incredibly stupid when
they try to borrow a book from
the Jerome library, forgetting
to check it out at the desk, and
accidentally setting off the library's alarm system.
But there is more to look for-

ward to.
Sure, adjusting to this new
lifestyle may be a little tough,
but there are many good things
in store, too.
• Freshmen can look forward
to meeting new friends, friends
that often last a lifetime.
•They can look forward to
growing up. Being on your own
helps you do that Just a bit.
• Freshmen can look forward
to taking on the challenge in the
classroom, and winning.
•They can look forward to
discovering what they want out
of life. Will they choose to be a
doctor or a lawyer, schoolteacher or bio-chemist? This is
when they find out
•They can look forward to
participating in some of the
many activities on campus going to the rec for a game of

1 or Just to wade in the
jchlng Brian McClure
_J the all-time NCAA passing record, or just getting crazy
on the weekends because they
worked hard all week.
• And freshmen can look forward to learning more than a
mere book or professor can
teach.
So welcome freshmen, and
felicitations to returning students as well.
Just remember the most important thing to look forward to
is the college experience. And
however we try, it cannot be
accurately described.
It must be lived.
Mclntyre, a junior journalism
major from Lakewood, is editorial editor of the News.

Just remember there is no
turning back, tuition was due
last week.
So you might as well ready
yourself for what is to come.
Freshmen can expect a myriad
of first year mainstays:
• Freshmen can loo* forward
to getting lost no fewer than 50
times in the first couple of days
of school. On the other hand,
upper classmen, those who
earned their stripes by moping
in the dark their first few days
too, will look forward to giving
false directions.
• Freshmen can look forward
to trying to get into the bar, only
to be tossed out on their respective ears because their fake I.D.
just didn't cut it.
• And freshmen males are so
eager to enter those bars because they look forward to
checking out the incredible 5-to1 women to men ratio they heard
about, which is, by the way,

Parents' pre-reg was a little misleading
by Don Lee
This summer, I was a parent
for a day.
1 played the role of guardian in
July when my cousin Rick went
through pre-registration. Neither my uncle nor my aunt could
make it down here.
Since my cousin's car was
voted the worst machine on four
wheels in high school, I drove.
The first thing I saw when we
walked into the pre-reg "arena"
(MacDonald West cafeteria)
was the line forming to check in.
My cousin's day started poorly.
The computer hadn't entered his
name on the pre-reg list. Official
non-existence is a great way to
start college.
I remember when I went
through pre-reg as an entering
freshman. The people at the

arena tables all seemed so
knowledgeable and in control of
things, and I put my complete
faith in them. Now that I've seen
they're students just like me, I
know better.
After we got my cousin's
schedule lined up for the day and
a couple of people mistook me
for another entering freshman,
we went our separate ways.
Rick went to take his tests and I
went to straighten out a few fees
and schedules of my own.
Rick accomplished more than
I did that morning, unless you
call feeling useless an accomplishment. I decided to go and
see what one of the parents'
sessions were like.
The parents' sessions were
very different from the student
sessions that I remember. At
one, guests are nervous, unsure
of themselves, and just a little

Welcome, freshmen
To all new and returning students:
On behalf of the administration, please accept my cordial
welcome to the Bowling Green
State University campus.
A new academic year is upon
us with the excitement of many
events ahead - football season,
sorority and fraternity rush, and
the general excitement of life on
a university campus.
We are here to serve, to teach,
to counsel, to advise and to help
you in all possible ways. We
warn you to succeed as a student
at Bowling Green, and to enjoy

your time here fully. We have an
obligation to you to provide help
whenever you need it. We hope
you will let us demonstrate to
you that we care by asking for
I bopy your years at Bowling
Green State University will be
rich and rewarding ones and
that you come to love this university and its people. I look
forward to meeting many of you
personally - perhaps at the Falcon football games this fan.
Good luck and best wishes.
Sincerely,
Paol J. Obcamp
President

Respond
The BG/Vews editorial page is
your campus forum.
Letters and guest columns
should be typewritten, doublespaced and signed. Your address and phone number must
betadiideA
The Sews reserves the right to
reject submissions that are in
bad taste, malicious or Ubelous.
All submissions are subject to
condensation.
Please address submissions
to:
Editorial Editor
The BG News
HO West Hall

hit overwhelmed by all the information. At the other, the guests
are aggressively confident, curious, and ready to take on the

power. When a student brings
furniture from home, there's
usually enough to make the men
from U-Haul very happy.

The parents, by the way, are
the nervous ones.
I asked a lot of questions,
including one which the person
in charge said had never been
asked before. I asked where
students registered their cars.
One of the parents said. "And
you're not even a parent!"
I wanted to tell her that my
child was extremely bright and
was entering college at age
three (I'm 20, well, almost 21),
but thought better of it.
Some of the things freshmen
and their parents were told were
rather interesting. For example:
•Both freshmen and their
parents were informed that students can expect to spend two
minutes studying outside of
class for every minute spent in
class. Nobody I know does that,
unless they're taking courses
with titles like "The Universe
Explained through Subatomic
Physics" or "Beginning Sanskrit" I know some people who
spend two minutes studying for
each semester. But most of us
Learn to tell which assignments
absolutely have to be done and
which ones will be used by the
profs for trash can liners.
• Those pictures of students
studying together In comfortably-decorated dorm rooms,
with Just enough furniture from
home to give the place an atmosphere, are interesting to look at
but not much else. I've been in
rooms that looked like the wrappers weren't off the furniture
yet. and in rooms where the
main decoration was old socks
that could move under their own

• Great pains are taken to list
all of the campus cultural activities designed to further enrich
the student's life as well as provide a little fun. Students, however, soon discover their own
cultural centers. They have
names like Milton's, Myle's,
Howard's, and Uptown. There's
nothing wrong with those places,
but it's probably not quite the
education your parents had in
mind.

BLOOM COUNTY
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• Some of the speakers were
attractive, personable individuals: polished, knowledgeable,
and ever-willing to help and
enlighten. You will never see
these persons again during your
college career. Somewhere on
campus there must be a coldstorage vault where these persons are kept, to be thawed and
trotted out for public relations
functions. I have one prof who
can be counted on to wear a tie
at an times (even in a volleyball
game) but he's not exactly easy
to find, not exactly what you'd
call polished, and his office looks
like the Excessive Paperwork
Society of America held thelr
convention there.
So, anyway, welcome to BG,
courtesy of the BG News. This
paper is your campus forum,
chock-full of insightful and revealing writing four days a
week. Try to read some of the
articles before you cut out the
pizza coupons, and enjoy the
rest of your stay at BGSU.
Lee Is a junior journalism
major from Swantoo and is a
stan reporter for the News.

by Berke Breathed
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Sketches list who's who at '(!'
by Don Lee
•taff reporter

Here are brief biographical
sketches of the men arid women
who make the policy decisions
for the University as a whole
and for the academic departments which comprise It:
Dr. Paul J. OUcamp, Univerayaaj sity President, came
to the University in
July 1982,
taking over
from Interim Preside n t
Michael
Ferrari,
who took
the job after
Paul Olscamp
the death of
President
Hollis Moore.
Prior to arriving at Bowling
Green, Olscamp was president
of Western
Washington
University,
a position
be held for
seven
years.
Olscamp
was born In
Montreal
and received his
bachelor's
Philip Mason
(1868) and
master's

(1980) degrees from the University of Western Ontario. He
earned his Ph.D in 1962 at the
University of Rochester.
He took a position in 1962 as an
instructor of philosophy at Ohio
State University, and became
associate professor in 1966. Ln
1969 be became vice president
for academic affairs, dean of
faculties and professor of philosophy at Roosevelt University.
Olscamp also teaches a course
In philsosphy at the University
almost every semester.
Philip Mason, executive assistant to the president, joined the
staff at the University In November 1982. He acts as a liaison
between the president and the
rest of the University, serves as
secretary to the Board of Trustees and represents the University to the city of Bowling Green.
Mason graduated from West
Virginia University in 1976 with
a degree in business administration, holds a master of business
administration degree from
Western Washington University
and is currently working on his
doctoral degree in higher education administration at the University. He was director of
development at Western Washington University before coming
to Bowling Green.
Dr. Horse Clark, vice-president for academic affairs, was
formerly assistant director for
biological, behavioral and social
sciences at th Washington-based

National Science Foundation before accepting her present position in August 1983. She had been
with NSF since 1969 in various
capacities.

named vice-president for university relations in July 1985
after a year as acting vice-president. He Joined the University in
1171 as dean of libraries and
learning resources, and was previously dean of the library and
learning resources at the University of Evansville, beginning
in 1974.

Clark has been on the faculties
of Columbia University, the University of North Carolina at
Greensboro and the Marine Biological Laboratory at Woods
Hole, Mass.
Dr. Mary Edmonds, vice-president for student affairs, was
promoted to her present post in
May 1983, and was formerly
dean of the University's College
of Health and Community Services. Before that, she was chair
of the department of health sciences and director of the physical therapy program at
Cleveland State University until
1981. She is a licensed physical
therapist.
Dr. Richard Eakin, vice-president for planning and budgeting,
was promoted to that position In
1963 after three years as executive vicMwovost for planning
and budgeting. He came to the
University in 1964 as an assistant professor, and was named
assistant dean of the Graduate
College and director of graduate
admissions in 1969.
He became vice-provost for
student affairs In 1972 and was
instrumental In planning the
Student Recreation Center.
Dr. Dwight Bmiingame was

Burlingame was responsible
for a 1450,000 ■•""["';" to
match a $150,000 grant for library endcrwment and preservation in 1960, and in 1964-85
supervised what President Olscamp called "the most successful fund-raising effort in it's (the
University's) history.
Dr. Karl Vogt, vice-president
for operations, is responsible for
the campus buildings, purchasing, non-academic personnel,
University Union and campus
safety. He has held his job since
August 1983, after a year as
interim vice-president for academic affairs.
His first job at the University,
in 1967, was to head the newlyorganized institutional studies
and planning office, and was
named Dean of the College of
Business Administration one
year later.
Before coming to the University, Vogt taught at Syracuse
University where he also held
various administrative posts in
the college of business administration.

SPECIAL PRICES ON COLOR
PRINT FILM DEVELOPING
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This year's freshman class
is 200 to 300 students larger
than last year, according to
the office of Admissions.
Daniel Shelley, associate
director of Admissions, estimates the freshman class will
total between 3,200 and 3,300
students.
The admission increase reflects admission requirements set by the Ohio Board
of Regents, which request the
University maintain an enrollment ceiling of 15,000 students, he said.
These are tentative figures,
Shelley said, adding Admissions does not have an exact
profile of the class.
Because of this, Admissions
has not made any academic
comparisons between this
years and last year's class,
he said.
Students of the Class of 1989
are the first students to graduate from high school who
were required by the state to
take ore-college curriculm

Please ,
support the
<0**>**>*0+0+O*O*

courses, Shelley said.
"WE ARE anxious to compare the caliber of these students to those students of the
past to see how much better
these students perform,"
Shelley said.
However, the general
makeup of the class is similar
to most others, he said. With a
2-to-3 ratio of men to women,
92 percent of the incoming
freshmen are Ohio residents.
As in previous years, many
freshmen have chosen a college prior to arrival on campus. Thirty-two percent are
registered In the College of
Business Administration; 25
percent in the College of Arts
and Sciences: 15 percent in
the College of Education; 11
percent in the College of
Health and Human Services;
2 percent in the College of
Musical Arts; 2 percent In the
College of Technology; and 13
percent are receiving premajor advising.
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Welcome, BGSU Students
The Chamber of Commerce invites you to buy
your "official" Bowling Green map (50*) at
our office.
We also have free brochures and literature
for your convenience.
Office hours: Monday through Friday9 a.m. to Noon, 1 to 4 p.m.

Bowling Green Chamber of Commerce
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Freshman class
increases in size

WELCOME
BACK!"

8/31/85 11

139W.WoostcrSt.

New Dimensions in
Financial Technology

Let us serve
your banking needs.
Bowling Green locations:

All of us at Newlove Management
welcome back our Clients and wish
everyone success this year.
Think of us for all your housing needs.
Newlove Management
n* personal family touch.

328 S. Main

352-5620

100 S. Main St.
327 S. Main St.
1098 N. Main St.

hours:
Lobby
8:30 -4:00 p.m. Mon. - Thurs.
8:30 - 6:00 p.m. Friday
8:30 - noon Saturday
Drive thru window
8:30 - 7:00 p.m. Mon. - Fri.
8:30 - noon Saturday
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75th celebration begins

Local city officials
receive grievances
WUt a student at Bowling
Graao State University, the
means to voice your opinion
haant changed. Local officials are available to respond
to your grievances. You can
write them at 304 N. Church
St., Bowling Green.
Bowling Green Mayor
Bruce Bellard

J Green City Council
John Quinn - at-large, Council president
Joyce Kepke - at-large
Edward Miller - at-large
Cindy Henry - Ward 1
David Elsasa- Ward 2
William Blalr - Ward 3
William Herold-Ward 4

2l
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Welcome New Students

Olscamp to address faculty
by Jim Nleman
ttaff reporter

The University's 75th anniversary celebration officially begins Monday, with President
Paul Olscamp's welcome back
to school address for faculty and
staff, says Larry Weiss, chair of
the 26-person anniversary committee and director of alumni
affairs.
"Environment of Excellence"
is the theme for the anniversary
celebration, and it win be the
topic addressed at the University's major 75th anniversary special event, the Academic
Convocation, which celebrates
the University's founding, Weiss
said.
The convocation will be held
Nov. 10, the same day the University received its charter in
1910. "It will be the major highlight of the 75th anniversary
celebration - it is the formal
celebration," Weiss said.
Weiss said all are invited to
the convocation which will held

are going."

in Anderson
Arena and
will address
"where we
(the University)
have come
from and
where we

"WE THINK it is something
important for everyone," Weiss
said. "(Students) see Bowling
Green today because they're a
student here, but they don't
know how things got to be how
they are. The convocation will
also be a send-off to how things
win be in the future."
President Olscamp will preside at the convocation, and it is
hoped Gov. Richard Celeste will
attend, Weiss said. Keynote
speaker will be Charles Perry, a
1959 alumnus, who is chief executive officer with Golden Bear
International.
Weiss said the band department is writing a special fanfare

and
TO's
Welcomes.

Good Luck this Year

all Freshmen
to Bowling Green*
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Hair, Skin, and Nail Designers

l 352-4101
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181 (B)S. Main jjg
Bowling Green H

will be boys

-featuringShorts - Shirts
Sweatshirts - Jackets
* Imprinted Sportswear
...Serving the College Students
for over 30 yrs!
►900 E. Wooster
►(Across from Kohl Hall)
352-3365,

for the celebration, and former
University President William
Jerome will take part in the
program.
The convocation is one of the
few events being planned specifically for toe anniversary, Weiss
said. The 75th anniversary committee is concentrating chiefly
on three events: the Academic
Convocation, homecoming and
Springfest.
"We have encouraged other
people holding events to tie in
thefr events to the 75th anniversary," he said.
According to Greg DeCrane,
students will have more activities to take part in during homecoming week. DeCrane,
assistant vice president of student affairs/University activities and orientation, is chair of
the homecoming subcommittee
of the 75th anniversary committee.
A CARD tournament is
planned for the week preceding
homecoming, and the subcommittee is still trying to get a

"popular" entertainer for
Thursday night, DeCrane said.
"Starting Friday afternoon at
4:30 we will have a homecoming
parade." DeCrane said. The parade will wind through town and
end at the intramural fields.
Floats, bands, and University
and community groups will take
part in the parade.
Following the parade there
will be a snake dance to College
Park, where a bonfire will be fit.
"At the end (of the bonfire) we
will have a flurry of fireworks,
he said.
Saturday, the University football team will play Kent State
University, and the winning
team being awarded the Anniversary Cup. The Anniversary
Cup was created because the
University and Kent State University were both established as
normal colleges in 1910 under
the Lowry Bill.
The May 10 commencement
win be the formal conclusion to
the 75th anniversary celebration.

don't litter!
THE TANNING CENTER
AT HAIR UNLIMITED
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Serving B.G.S.U.
since 1980

8 Visits Regularly $35.00 NOW
only $25.00 with this ad
143 W. WOOSTER
Expires Sept. 30, 1985

353-3281

University Union

A
Great
Place
To
Be
Building Hours
Mon - Fri
Sat
Sun

7 am - 11 pm
9 am - 11 pm
9 am - 10 pm

Information Desk
Check cashing, newspapers, magazines,
hotel reservations
Mon - Fri
7 am - 9 pm
Sat - Sun
9 am - 6 pm

Buckeye Room
372-8071
Bowling A Pocket Billiards
Mon - Fri
12:30 pm - 11 pm
Sat - Sun
12 noon - 10 pm

Hotel Rooms
372-2741
23 rooms available 7 days a week
throughout the regular year

The Little Shop
372-2962
Gift ideas, office supplies
cards and souvenirs,
Mon - Fri
8 am - 4:45 pm

Meeting Rooms

Falcon's Nest

372-7950
Featuring Donut Bakery, fast short order
line and cafeteria
GRILL
Mon - Fri
7 am - 11 pm.
CAFETERIA
Mon - Thurs 11 am - 1 pm
5 pm - 7 pm
BAKERY
Mon - Fri
7 am - 2 pm
Mon - Thurs 5 pm - 8 pm
ICE CREAM SHOPPE
Mon - Fri
11 am - 11 pm
Sat - Sun
closed

Bowl n' Greenery
372-2235
Soup and Salad Bar Buffet
Mon - Fri
11:30 am - 2 pm
4 pm - 8 pm
Sat - Sun
closed

Pheasant Room
372-25%
An ala carte luncheon and dinner in a
formal dining atmosphere
Mon - Fri
11:30 am - 1:30 pm
Mon - Thurs 4:30 pm - 7:00 pm
Sat
closed
Sun
12 noon - 2 pm

372-2241

Services available free of charge to
University faculty, staff and
student groups

Catering
372-2242
Services available 7 days a week for
groups from two to 2,000

Pizza Shop
Mon - Fri 4 pm - 11 pm

Prout & Prout Annex
372-2596
Hot line menu,salad bar, potato bar and
cold sandwich line
Mon - Fri
breakfast
7 am - 10 am
lunch
10:30 am - 2 pm
snacks
2 pm - 4 pm
dinner
4 pm - 6 pm M
■■;<"
Sat - Sun
brunch
10 am - 2 pm /
snacks
2 pm - 4 pm
dinner
4 pm - 6 pm
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University started slowly
• Founding of BG, Page 6.
• Author of BG history, Page 7.

by Jim Nlcman
staff reporter

When Homer Williams was
named the University's first
president in 1912, he knew there
was a lot to do before the school
could bold classes - but it probably took longer than even be
his initial tasks of
preparing a newly chartered
normal (education) school were
supposed to take little more than
a year, it was September 1914
before the first classes met,
according to Stuart Givens, professor of nistory and University
historian.
Givens is writing an addition
to James Robert Overman's 77K
History of Bowling Green State
University, which traced University history for the first 50
years. Givens' addition will
bring the book up to date.
Planning and contract settlements for the school took
longer than anticipated and it
was 1913 before construction finally began.
Classes first met in the Bowling Green Armory because no
buildings had yet been completed. It wasn't until 1915 that
the women's dormitory, nicknamed Williams Hall, was completed.
"From 1914... you just have
a kind of a slow gradual growth
until you get to around World
War n," Givens said.
In 1929 the Bowling Green
Normal School changed its
name to Bowling Green State
College, offering four year degrees for the first time. The
normal college became the College of Education, and the College of Liberal Arts was
established.
IN U35, it became Bowling
Green State University, and the
College of Business Administration was created, as was a limited graduate program. With the
name changes more persons began to attend school here,
Givens said. In 1914,305 students
attended the University; by 1939
there were about 1,600.
Although Williams retired in
1937, his successor Roy Offenhauer was killed in an automobile accident within a year
after his hiring, and Williams
agreed to succeed him, retiring
again in 1939.
Following the war there was a
great increase in enrollment,
peaking at 4,848 in 1949. To acccmodate the students, more than
75 barracks and trailers were
brought in from Camp Perry
and Rossford, Givens said. The

temporary structures acted as
classrooms, offices and living
quarters, with some remaining
at the University until 1960.
Enrollment leveled to about
3,000 peole in 1961 or 1962 foOowatne post-war boom, Givens
. In 1962, Ralph McDonald
took over as president of the
University for Frank Prout, who
had been president since 1939.
"During the rest of the '50s
there is a very gradual but a
very steady growth. Enrollment
increased by about 800 a year for
the last five years." By I960,
enrollment was more than 6,200.
The school had grown from a
teaching staff with no doctorates
in 1914 (though some later
earned PhDs), to 65 percent of
the teachers having doctorates
in 1941, back down to only 21
percent in 1961. The significant
decrease from 1941 to 1951 was
due the classroom glut coinciding wtth the end of the war: most
schools experienced similar
problems.
"With McDonald it began to
change." Givens said. "If you
didn't have tenure you either
went and got the PhD or you
were fired. People that left were
replaced almost entirely by
those with PhD's." By 1961, 61

percent of the faculty held doctorates. This figure leveled at
about 70 percent in the 1970s.
The sixties saw campus disturbances caused by both faculty and students. The first
disturbance resulted in the resignation of McDonald in 1981,
after he created an uproar
among the faculty by not rehiring an instructor, thereby effectively denying him tenure. The
other dispute was due to the
general restlessness caused by
the Vietnam War, and involved
a disruption of the ROTC Review in 1968. Tensions remained
high for more than a year.
In May 1970 the Kent State
shootings occurred but, because
of the efforts of President William Travers Jerome, faculty
and students, disruptive disturbances were averted. Instead,
more than 7,000 students and
townspeople marched in a candlelight vigil. The University is
one of few state institutions
where violence did not occur.
During the 1960s, mostly under the auspices of President
William Jerome - University
president from 1963 to 1971 there were 12 buildings built and
the greatest single growth pe-

&H?&?6?U&//Zfa*-

riod occurred at the University,
Givens said.
While only 6,300 student* were
attending in I960; by 1971, during the Brat year of the Hollis
Moore administration, enrollment peaked at 15,000. This figure became the University's
federally mandated enrollment
limit and is still in effect.
One other change in the 1960s
was the creation of the doctoral
program and an increasing
number ofgraduate students.
In the 1970s two more colleges
were created - Musical Arts and
Health and Community Services, and the Student Recreation
Center and Moore Musical Arts
Building were built, Givens said.
ALSO mSTTTUED in the
1970s was a sex-blind admissions
policy, by which the University
admitted the first suitable persons applying for admission;
most turned out to be women,
• See History, Page 7.
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THE VIDEO SPECTRUM
YOUR HEADQUARTERS
FOR OVER 3,000 MOVIE TITLES.
VIDEO CASSETTE RECORDER RENTAL FOR
* Home entertainment
•Ideal for Greek Rush Parties
•Relaxing for an evening off
Come by and see us at:

128 W. WOOSTER
PH. 352-4171

ri Morning Fresh Bakeries
formerly the Getaway

Larger selection of doughnuts
and sandwiches
50* off 1 Dozen doughnuts
with coupon

School
of

HPER
Majors . . .
'Phys. Ed.-Secondary & Elementary
'Sport Management 'Recreation Management
'Health
'Aquatics
'Dance
'Athletic Training

998 S.Main

We Deliver

352-4162
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±=y Uhlmans Welcomes
BG Students

372-2876
Memorial Hall

SHOP
Young Men

Acrylic Sweaters - 2/25.00
Solid colors in crew and v-neck styles
S-M-L-XL. Regular 18.00
Woven Plaid Shirts-13.99
Poly/cotton in assorted plaids.
Sizes S-M-L-XL. Regular 18 00.
Levi's Denim Jeans -16.99
Basic style in straight or boot cut.
Sizes 28-38. Regular 19.99.

♦ Mesquite-grilled specialties ♦
♦ Fresh pasta and salad bar ♦
♦ Homemade soups and breads ♦

Uhlmans Own Socks
Dross Socks -1.29 Reg 2 bO
Tubs Socks - 3/3.49 Reg 3/7.50

♦ Gelato ice creams ♦

Jockey Underwear Sale!

♦ Unique Sunday brunch ♦

Basic white in men's sizes.
Briefs and Athletic T-Shirts
Reg 12 oo/Pack. Now 9.49/Pack
Crew and V-Neck T-Shirts
Reg 14 50/Pack. NOW 11.49/Pack

1 Oam—5pm

♦ Banquet facilities available ♦
Enjoy fine dining at moderate prices
Open 11am—11pm
Won.. Hum. t M. 10o.i».-» p.m.;

For reservations

107 State street at E. Wooster
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

353-8735

TIM.. Wad. 1 Sol

1M South Main, Bowllnf

la

Pleasing you pleases us
m • • • naningy

wman

10«.in.-5:30p.m.; Sunday Noon 5p
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University began as state
'normal' school in 1910
by Jim Nlcman
staff reporter

By the eve of the 20th century,
several of Ohio's private citizens
and public officials had long
been struggling to establish public colleges where teachers
would be required to satisfy a
minimum of requirements before receiving teacher's certificates.
According to James Robert
Overman's The History of Bowling Green State University, several private institutions had
been established in the 1800s

that provided teacher training,
but the level of knowledge teachers needed to reach in order to
receive a certificate were generalow, and, more often than
this was the level to which
most colleges were preparing
students.
Every attempt to establish
state supported normal (teacher) colleges had indirectly
been blocked by private institutions, because they had the support of government officials,
most of whom had attended private institutions. It was not until
1897 that Ohio State University
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Huntington
Electronic
Checking
$1.75 a month!
Imagine a bank that lets you bank
24 hours a day, pay your bills by
phone and write a limited number
of checks for only $1.75 a month. With The
Huntington all of these services are yours, electronically.
Our Handy-Bank* gives you easy access to your money, 24 hours a
day, 7 days a week. No more rushing to the bank between classes.
With Handy-Bank you can make your transactions anytime—

even 1:00 a.m.!

Electronic Bill Paying
Huntington Electronic Checking offers you Pay-By-Phone, the
convenient way to pay your bills, any time or any day. You save time and
postage. Pay-By-Phone also lets you transfer money from your savings
account to your Huntington Electronic Checking Account.
We know you can't do all of your banking electronically. There are times
when you need to write checks. With your
Huntington Electronic Checking
Account you can write 5 checks an
deposit 5 checks per month. After
that, there will be a 50-cent
charge for each additional check
written or deposited.
Huntington Electronic
Checking. Easy access to
your funds, electronic bill
paying and limited check
writing, all for only $1.75 a
month. What more could
you ask for? Maybe an "A"
in calculus?

GetaT-Shirt
We can't promise you an "A"
but if you open an Electronic
Checking Account of $200 or
more, we'll give you an
"Electronically Yours" T-shirt. Just stop in
The Huntington University Office at 445 E. Wooster.
Hurry in while the T-shirts last.

Banking Hours
Huntington National Bank
445 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
Lobby/Drive Thru:
Monday-Thursday (8:30 a.m. - 4 p.m.)
Friday (8:30 a.m.-6 p.m.)
Saturday (8:30 a.m. -12 p.m.)

352-1522

WIN A FREE
BANANA SPLIT

■a

Each week Baskin Robbins will randomly pick two new people to win one
of their delicious banana splits. To
qualify, stop in Baskin Robbins, 1616
E. Wooster, and register. Winners will
be published weekly in the Friday Edition of the BG News.

BASKIN-ROBBINS
ICE CREAM STORE
Stadium Plaza
1616 E. Wooster St. 352-1448
Sun-Thurs 11 -10pm

Fri&Sat 11 -11 pm
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established a teacher's college;
and 1902 before Ohio and Miami
universities - two private
schools - got governmental monies to begin normal schools.
There was still a demand for
teachers throughout the state,
however, and efforts continued
to establish more normal
schools, especially in northern
Ohio. Up to that time, the only
three normal schools in Ohio
were located in the southern half
of the state.
Many cities in northwest Ohio
vying for the rights to
ablish a school, which all
believed would soon be built
because of the actions in this
respect initiated by Edmund
Jones, State School Commissioner. Between 1904 and 1907
Jones had recommended a teachers college be built in northern Ohio, but the General
Assembly refused to act on the
recommendations.
In 1908, R.A. Beattie, state
senator for Wood County, introduced a bill in the Senate to
establish a normal school in
Bowling Green. Despite the publishing of a booklet expounding
the advantages of a teachers
college in this city, the bill received little support in the Legislature.
IN MAY 1910, a bill proposed
by J. Hamilton Lowry of Napoleon, Ohio, was passed fa
houses of the legislature, i
still more protests from <
colleges and universities. The
Lowry Bill called for the establishment of two normal schools
in Northern Ohio, and two commissions were set up to find the
best locations for the schools to
be built.
Within months, 18 cities were
campaigning to be the site for
the northwest Ohio school, but
the field was soon narrowed to
three: Fremont, Van Wert and
Bowling Green. Napoleon (home
of Lowry), among other cities,
had been eliminated because it
contained too many saloons.
• See Founding. Page 7.

PoglioPs
Pizza • Pasta • Subs

Free delivery after iia.m.
945 S.Maln
352-7571

Sunday
11-9

Monday
11-2

Tuesday
11-9

All you can eat

Lasagna &
Garlic Bread

All you can eat

Pizza & Salad
only

$3.75

$2.00
5-9

Pizza & Salad
only

$3.75

2 for 1 Pizza
Eat in or carry
out only

Free 32 oz.
Mug of Coke
with any 7 Sub
Free Delivery w/coupon
>>

U^.^ f QIC A- Huntington' and Handy-Bank- are registered service marks ol Huntington Bancshares Incorporated
C1965, Huntington Bancshares Incorporated.

Try our fabulous subs and keep this 32 oz.
plastic collectors Coke Mug full of Coke free.
Offer limited while supplies last.
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His story is University history

Soon Fremont was also eliminated.
When the commission arrived
in Bowling Green in September
1910 there were four proposed
sites for the school. One was east
of Dixie Highway (Main Street)
and north of Poe Road; a second
was south of Gypsy Lane Road
and west of Dixie Highway: a
third was at the present sight of
the Wood County Hospital; and a
fourth was at the tract east of
town, which included the city
park.

by Jim Nkrman
staff reporter

Stuart Gtvens, professor of
history, has been the University
historian since 1978, but still
doesn't know how he got the job.
"In 1978, Hollis Moore and
others decided there should be
an University historian, and I
was selected and Informed ...
by the Board of Trustees," he
said. "Maybe they had offered
the job to a 100 people before
me/
Although never told the process of his selection, Givens offered a guess on why he was
chosen.
"I had been involved with
University affairs and had been
active on a variety of committees. I was very interested in the
University, and that kind of involvement and interest in it (the
University) is the most obvious
assumption on why I was chosen
University historian."
GIVENS IS currently updating James Robert Overman's
The History at Bowling Green
State University, which traced
the University's history until
1960. Given's addition to the
book chronicles the school's his

Founding MWtai«i

One member of the five-person commission was very impressed with the latter tract of

built.
Keeping within the guidelines
of the Lowry Bill, the next step
was for the governor to appoint,
a Board of Trustees, that met for:
the first time in May 1911.

AT A MEETING of the commission in Nov. 10,1910, Bowling
Green was chosen over Van
Wert, three votes to two.
In January 1911 a bond issue
was approved, and in April of
that vear the city council authorized the purchase of the 82 and
one-half acres of land on which
the normal college would be

The first step for the board
was to elect a president for the
college. After a thorough search
Homer Williams, then superintendent of Sandusky City
Schools, was offered the job in
February 1912. ccepted in May
and then provided direction for:
the normal college, then state:
college, then state university for
28 years.

BG News/Joe Phelan

Stuart Givens
tory from I960 to 1985.
Givens said since he was given
the University historian's Job,
he assumed be should do something, and in 1980 be submitted a
memo to President Moore reminding him of the 75th anniversary celebration. Moore sent me
back a memo asking me to submit ideas on things I might do
Givens said. Givens did, and
Moore chose the addition to
Overman's book as Givens' project.
"I'm trying to boil it down so it

land and, although no official
decision was made at the time,
options were obtained on three
of the tracts of land (an option
on the land that would become
Wood County Hospital could not
be obtained.)

(the book) will touch on a number of things that occurred in a
compact form."
"I started in I960 and I've
been working on it on and off
when I could ever since,"
Givens said.
During the last five school
years he researched the University in a "piecemeal" manner,
working whenever he had "a
few hours."
"I've spent concentrated time
on the writing during the summer," he said.

H tstOry

Continued from Page 5.

Givens said.
Since 1982, Paul Olscamp has
been president of the University.
The most visible change he has
made has been the reconfiguration of the University which occurred in July.

The College of Technology
was created from the School of
Technology; and a School of
Mass Communication, Department of Theater, Department of
Interpersonal and Public Communications were created.

The College of Health and
Community Services became
the College of Health and Human Services. The Communications Disorders program was
transferred into Health and Human Services as a department.

EXPERIENCE the fun and
adventure of...

Welcome Back Students!

SCUBA

^KLEVERS JEWELRY

Training Sponsored by the National Association of Underwater
Instructors (NAUI)
Fee Includes All Supplies, Equipment Usage, and Air Fills
• Optional Florida Trip For Certification
sign up or call the
REC CENTER

372-2711

—For all of your Fraternity and
Sorority gifts and accessories
Phone: 353-6691

Who is this man.
and why is he smiling?
What? You don't know? You must be
new here. No, he's not the Dean of
Students. Uh uh, not the track coach.
Nope.
Well, don't feel bad. Why, there must
be at least three other people on campus
who have never heard of Rocky Rococo.
Rocky Rococo, that nearly worldfamous purveyor of Pan Style Pizza.
Thick, crusty, crunchy, chewy, spicy,

Opening September 3rd
Rocky ^Rococo
176E.WoosterSt.
Bowling Green, Ohio
352-4600

saucy, tomatoey, cheesey, pan-style
pizza. By the pie or by the slice. Your
place or ours.
The best pizza you ever laid lips on
Heaven in your mouth. Plus, of course,
salad bar, soft drinks, beer, music,
lights and other appropriate pizza
paraphernalia.
Now you know who he is.
Now you know why he's smiling.

Address: 125 N. Main St.
Store Hours:Mon.,Tues.,Weds., Fri. 10-6
Thur. 10-8, Sat 10-3
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Financial aid still available for upcoming year
by PhUBp B. Wlbon
staff reporter

If school fees are still a problem, there Is still time to apply
for financial aid for the upcoming school year, says Deborah
Heineman, associate director of
Financial Aid and Student Employment.

Any «iig<M» student may apply for a Pell Grant, Guaranteed
Student Loan (GSL), or a Parent
Loan for Undergraduate Student
(PLUS).
A Pell Grant can be received
through application forms which
analyze the student's and parent's income. The GSL is a loan

THE MUSI MALL BEAUTY SALON

Any interested students
should fill out their forms as

IrTOsWfORr?

.Efe

CINEMA 1&2

WITH VALID 108
ONLY 82.00

""BIT

amcNa-mscM

Located at 190 S. Main

WELCOMES BACK
B.G.S.U. STUDENTS

The Pell Grant application
forms are available in the University's Financial Aid office,
located at 450 Student Services
building. The two loan program
applications can be acquired at
any bank or savings and loan.

made through the University
and the students'bank that must
be paid back after the student is
BnGhed with school. The PLUS
loans are where the student's
parents borrow money from
men* bank and begin repaying
the loans a month later in
monthly increments.
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AT 7:30 ft 9:30

DANAYKftOYD

GHOST- «s.
DUSTERS '»
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S/gS-IbULTS 83.50

WEDNESDAY STUDENTS WITH
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fiiys I Oils Haircuts
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The deadline for this year's
aid is March 1.1988. That date is
often misunderstood as the
deadline for next year, she said.

expire* 9-1-85

Haircut

Reg.$10

I Hours
1

Mon. - 9:30 - 5:00
-T, W, TH,- 9:30 -6:30
I Frl. - 9:30 - 7:00
I Sat. - 9:30 - 4:00
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NOW THRU THURSDAY I OPENS 8:30
"ET"
(PQ)
9:00
"THE LAST STARFIQHTER"(PQ) 10:45
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126E.Wooster
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to submit these."
Heineman said students
should also be prepared to apply
early for next year, preferably
in January.

THE HAIR REPAIR

i. Our Talent Goes To Your Head

RAY

soon as possible, Heineman
said. "The sooner they do it, the
sooner they get their money,"
she said. '-Students should also
be prepared to submit any additional documents such as their
family's 1040 tax forms and variflcation of family size papers.
There has been an increase in
the number of students required

1
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located la the Stadium View Shopping
lopping Center
Leah
Suale

Lola

I352-2566-

FINE ARTS • GIFTS • CUSTOM JEWELRY
352-9181
' .'.«*■■)';..*wy.■.■■ '.■■;
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"Come see us for all
your hair needs!"
344 S. Main

3523845
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University Bookstore
W^TT^-mf

WELCOME BACK!
Student Services Building

New and Used Textbooks.
SPECIAL ORDER BOOK SERVICE •COLLEGE SWEATSHIRTS & T-SHIRTS
CHILDREN'S BOOKS
-ART & SCHOOL SUPPLIES
BEST SELLERS
-FILM & DEVELOPING
PAPERBACKS
•GREETING CARDS
STUDY AIDS
•BGSU IMPRINT ITEMS
• MAGAZINES
-TOILETRIES
• CALCULATORS
-GIFTS

OPEN SUN. 8/25 N00N-6 p.m.
Special Opening Hours
8/26 Mon. 8 a.m.-5 p.m., 8/27 Tues. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
8/28 Wed. 8 a.m.-8 p.m., 8/29 Thurs. 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
8/30 Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m., 8/31 Sat. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
9/3 Tues. 8 a.m.-8 p.m., 9/9 Mon. 8 a.m.-6 p.m.
Master Card/Visa Accepted
Regular Store Hours: 8:00 to 5:00 Mon-Fri.
Phone: 372-2851
9:00 to 5:00 Sat.
The University Bookstore is owned and operated by Bowling Green State University for the purpose of supplying
its students with textbooks, classroom materials and to supply all of your college needs.

Semester
survival
Call It coping, tolerating or getting by. College
living isn't always carefree and easy. Searching
out ways to make your life in your new home
comfortable is part of the battle.
Unfortunately, the college handbook, your
resident adviser and your roommates will not have
answers to all your questions regarding the ins and
outs of the University. Solving your own problems
is another part of semester survival.
But give it some time and some effort,
because it's worth the battle. These people look like
they're doing a pretty good job of easing the
studying blahs.
Whether it involves taking a break on the courtyard sidewalk of the Moore Musical Arts Center,
participating in greek athletic events such as bikeracing, or sleeping out all night for the ideal dorm
room. From braving the frigid snow of winter to
letting off the smoldering steam of summer,
it's part of surviving your college lifestyle.

Photos by
Phil Masturzo
Joe Phelan
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Dealing with the Bursar
tions might help make the encounters a little more pleasant.
But first, exactly what it the
Bursar anyway? The Bursar's
office, 123 Administration building, is the centralized billing
department on campus. The office regularly monitors more

by Brian R. Ball
copy editor

As bard as one might try,
some day in the next four years
you will probably have to go to a
dreaded place on campus - the
Bursar's office. These sugges-

than 40,000 accounts of students,
faculty and staff, organisations,
campus departments and offices, and area businesses. Bills
are sent out each month.
The office does more than
send out bills. The office also
distributes paychecks to student
employees every other Friday.
Students can also apply for
bookstore charging privileges
there.

HAIR UNLIMITED
Family Hair Care & Tanning Center
143W.Wooster
353-3281

REFUNDS ON account credit
balances are also handled
through the Bursar's office and
take up to three weeks to process. Students can begin filing for
refunds prior to the start of
classes, although there are some
restrictions on finacial aid refunds. Money paid prior to withdrawing from the University is
automatically refunded.

OPEN
Monday, Tuesday

9:00- 6:00
Wednesday-Friday
9:00-8:00.
Saturday 9:00-4:00

N€$JS

Joseph Martini, the University's Bursar, has some official
advice to freshmen and new
students on avoiding problems
understanding and paying bills
sent by his office:

PRECISION HAIR CUT Regular $9.00
NOW ONLY $6.00 w/coupon

Includes shampoo
I Expires Sept. 30, 1985
& blow dry
ft...........-—.......... J

• See Bursar office, page 11.

Economy
linked to
University

UMQUE CARDS K*TS
Koom nrts posiBB

by Teresa Taranrino

DtXttRS

staff reporter

Students, employees and
visitors to the University
bring millions of dollars into
the city of Bowling Green
each year, said one city official.
These monies come from
taxes and miscellaneous expenditures, and benefit the
city as well as the local merchants, according to Charles
Kerr, Bowling Green's director of finance.
The University employs 3,000 people who live in and
around the city. Collectively
these employees contribute $1
million, one-third of the city's
yearly income tax revenues,
Kerr said.
An economic survey conducted for the University in
1970 and updated for inflation
showed that the University
generates $92,587,000 annually in local business volume. Students spend an
estimated $19,466,000 a year
in the local community, aver-
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Sign language
These signs on Wooster Street Illustrate the student demand for local
business services.

aging $1,160 per student. Visitors to the University bring in
a yearly average of
$9,312,000.
HOWEVER, BUSINESS
outside the downtown region
are not dependent upon the
University and barely notice
a change in business volume
when It is not in session,
according to Bowling Green
Mayor Bruce Bellanf

The University budget
channels $50,000 directly into
the city's $1.5 million police
and fire services budget to
handle the activity of offcampus students, Bellard
said.
"A town with a state university is to some degree recession proof. The state will
always have money for
higher education," he said.

WELCOME STUDENTS
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"HER" near campus
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Bursar
Continued from Page 10.
• Students should understand
charges around the University,
whether it Is how much housing
and meals cost or the various
charges for parking violations.
He stressed that the student
generates most of the charges
whether registering for classes
or signing a card to buy a
marching band album. Only late
fees on past due accounts are
charged by the Bursar's office.
Martini said students should
begin to make arrangements for
paying the bill as the charges
are put on their account.
• Students should review their
bill immediately after receiving
it. Martini said students should
not wait if they have questions.
Questions about bills or payment are easily handled if the
student acts early. Waiting until
the last minute may cause a
delay in receiving I.D. cards or
grade transcripts. Students also
run the risk of having their housing or class registration
canceled.
Students can call the Bursar's
office (372-2815) from 8 a.m. to
noon, and 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.,
Monday through Friday. Students may have to visit the office and see an interviewer if the
problem is complicated. Students may get a copy of their
account if they present a picture
1J).

Job opportunities
available this fall
by DonUi
staff reporter

Students who are looking
for some extra money and
don't mind working should
visit the Student Employment
Office.
According to Fran Weiss,
employment specialist, the
Financial Aid and Student
Employment Office posts
1,500 job openings for students each fall. Jobs open up
in the spring semester, but
"not nearly as many," Weiss
said.
classes, on- and off-campus
job openings are posted in the
office every Tuesday and
Thursday. Students may
come in any day during business hours and get a maximum of two referrals for oncampus jobs at each visit.
The office gives out six re-

ferrals for each on-campus
lob available, on a first-come,
flrst*erve basis.
OFF-CAMPUS lobs are
posted on a separate bulletin
board and remain for two
weeks or until the employer
notifies the office that the job
has been filled, Weiss said.
Students can find jobs as
computer operators, custodians, night guards, clerical
help, or, as Weiss puts it,
"anything and everything."
"Almost every department
on campus hires students,"
Weiss said.
All student jobs on campus
pay at least minimum wage,
and some pay more. Raises
are available after the student has worked 800 hours,
and promotions - "job redassifications" - are possible as
well.
*^

We're ready to serve you
at our spacious, modern

NEW FOOD TOWN
SUPERMARKET
1044 N. MAIN ST.

(Directly across th« «tr»et from our old storo.)

OPEN WEEKDAYS 8AM TO MIDNITE
OPEN SUNDAYS 9AM TO 9PM
FEATURING

FEATURING

A FRESH
SALAD BAR

A COMPLETE
DELI &
IN-STORE
BAKERY

All fr««h Ingrod$
I on ts and your
favorlto salad . ■
dressings.
LD.

. • Students should follow-up to
make sure their problem was
resolved. Martini said students
should act immediately on suggestions (such as filing an appeal on a parking fine).
| • Martini suggests students
plan their financing for the entire year, especially when paying tuition and fees. An
installment plan for housing,
meals and/or tuition is also
available. Students should allow
plenty of time for financial aid
certification, a process Martini
said has gotten slower in recent
years because of increased federal guidelines.
These steps should develop
financial responsibility in the
student, a very important reallife lesson for students, Martini
said.

i 99

FEATURING

FEATURING

A COMPLETE
FLORAL SHOP

VIDEO
MOVIE RENTALS

Frosh Cut Bouquots,
Corsages ft Plants

Welcome
Students
Bee Gee
Bookstore
Across from Harshmanl

New & Used
Texts

Ov.rnight
rental
only

1

$ 1QQ

REGULAR ft DIET

SPRITE. REG. OR DIET

Faygo
Pop
C

Coca
Cola

12 OZ. CAN

I9

THOMPSON WHITE

V, LITER BOTTLE
8^^± ^^±

LIMIT TWO
_ WITH $10.00

, ^gT^gT
Pack 4W Jw

Piut
Deposit

IIIIC ™CHAS£

ADDITIONAL QUANTITIES SI.66

REGULAR FLAVOR

Seedless Ruffles
Grapes Potato Chips
POUND

59

16 OZ. BAG

$|99

Foaturos In this ad off active Mon., Aug. 26 thru Mon.,
Sapt. 2nd at Food Town 1044 N. Main St. Quantity rights rosorvod.

Supplies &
Backpacks &
T-Shirts
Rush Hours:
Regular Hours:
Monday-Wednesday Monday-Friday
8:30-8:00
9:00-5:30
Phone: 353-2252 Saturday 9:00-5:00

OPEN LABOR DAY

8am To 5pm
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Parking fines avoidable costly expense
After tuition payments, room
eyments, general fees, book
» and transportation fees, the
cost of a college education looms
large on the check book.
Another cost - but one that can
be avoided - is an unwanted
parking fine.
Jean Yarnell, director Parking Services, said fines are easy
to avoid if most students, faculty
and staff read parking regulations and obey the rules.
The biggest violators are
those who tell parking officers,
"I was only going to be in there
for a minute," or "Oh well, I
didn't know," Yarnell said.
She also said early registration of a vehicle that will be

parked on University property is
important. Cars must be registered within 48 hours of arrival.
"It's much less expensive to
register the car at the beginning
than to chance a non-registration violation, which is $35,"
Yarnell said.
Other rules students should be
aware of include not backing
into parking spaces, no parking
in a fire lane or adjacent to a
yellow curb, which also designates a fire lane.
METERS ARE are enforced
from 7 a.m. to 9 p.m. Monday
through Friday and all commuter lots are closed from 3 to 5
a.m. during the week.
Yarnell said not all the meters

accept all coins and no meter
accepts pennies.
Several meters have been
added to parking lots so visitors
may park without being fined.
Lots tbat have been included in
this renovation are the lot on the
west side of McDonald Quadrangle, Commuter Lot 7, located
north of Offenhauer Towers, the
Health Center, and near the
Technology Building.
Not obeying the rules can result in some costly fines such as:
• Unregistered vehicle - $35
• Improper registration - $10
• Improper display of decal- $10
• Parking in Improper lot - $5
• Backing Into parking spaces $5
• Parking in a fire lane - $25

E.G. DRIVE-THRU
• Why Walk Through ^
when you can Drive Through?
* Little Kings Kegs
* Wine Coolers
*Wide Variety of Imported Beer
*Pepsi8pk $1.99* Tax 'Deposit
* Large Selection of Domestic Beer
"Bowling Greens only Drive Through"

780 S. College

352-9851

104 S. MAIN ST.

• Parking in reserved space-|15
• Overtime meter - $2

students' University account
Students may appeal a parking violation through the Student
Parking Appeals Board within

Fines will be charged to the

On-campus vehicle registration required
You have packed the car.
driven many miles, unpacked
and now what do you do with the
car?
Within 46 hours it must be
registered with Parking and
Traffic or you will be subject to
a $35 non-registration fine. The
cost of the registration, $25, is
billed to the students' University

account through the Bursar's
office.
Students must supply their
social security number, license
plate number and year and
make of car.
The decal must be placed on
the right side of the rear
bumper. The decals are color
coordinated to designated areas
on the parking maps. Maps are

Service & Quality Guaranteed.

HUTCH

pan and luopttsx

Registration for motorcycles
is the same as for any other
motor vehicle, but motorcycles
are not allowed to park in metered spaces. A motorcycle may
be parked in any designated
motorcycle area regardless of
the type of decal displayed.

New Location
113 (Back) Railroad St.
Behind Dexters across from campus
Bring in this ad for

:
:

15% off
Complete aquarium setup (any size.)
New lower price on feeder goldfish

EACH BED INCLUDES:
Heater
Safety Liner
Standard Pedestal
Decking
Std. Mattress
Fill Kit
Conditioner
Mattress Pad
Delivery

WELCOMES BACK B.G.S.U.
to

SPIRITS & EDIBLES

MILTONS

available at the time of registration.

We've
Moved

O

354-1232

that are food for thought
with
Daily Luncheon & Drink Specials

U days. Forms are available at
the Parking and Traffic Office
and the Student Court Office, 411
Student Services Building.

Sonp_ra$1999i
King, Queen or Super Single
Light or Dark

B.G.'s Upstairs Party Place
HAPPY HOURS

SHEETS • COMFORTERS
CHEMICALS • PADDED RAILS
BEDSPREADS

ALL AT DISCOUNT PRICES!

EVERY MONDAY-FRIDAY
5:00-8:00 PM

ENTERTAINMENT
SEVEN NIGHTS A WEEK II
Don't forget

FRIDAYS FREE
HAPPY HOUR
HAPPETIZERS

SHJLO$2499.f
King or Queen

Jti&i^^

IN THE STADIUM PLAZA ^- Under Cover
FREE & EASY LAYAWAY PLAN
Sleep Shoppes

352-1315
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Campus crime prevention involvement stressed
by EHtn Zimmcril
atttotant managing editor

Burglaries and petty thefts the crimes most frequently committed on campus - often strike
the unsuspecting student.
Dean Gerkens, manager of the
Public Safety PoliceDiviaion,
said many of the burglaries occur because students like to
think of their dorm rooms as
their bedrooms.
"They have to consider it like

a motel room," Gerkens said.
"Would you go out of your motel
room and leave it unlocked?"
He advises students to get
Involved in crime prevention as
soon as they move into their
dorms.
Operation Identification allows students to engrave and
register all their valuable items
through the Department of Public Safety.
"Don't leave any valuables
readily available, Gerkens

said. "Someone can walk in in
two seconds, take it, and walk
right back out"
EASILY ACCESSIBLE items,
such as stereo components,
tapes, records, cash andjewelry
are stolen most often. Gerkens
said the stolen items are seldom
recovered.
The thief, often a person living
on the Door or familiar with the
room, usually resells the stolen
items somewhere else making

recovery difficult, Gerkens said.
But general crime prevention
consciousness can often stop the
crimes.
Gerkens advises locking
doors, keeping valuables out of
sight, and staying quiet about
valuables.
"You have to trust someone,
but you don't have to give them
your life history," Gerkens said.
Another often reported crime
is the theft of meal coupon

books.
"They (the students) treat
them as coupons and you
should
treat them as cash/1 Gerkens
said. "Many times they go to get
something else to put on their
sandwich and Just leave them on
their tray. Or they'll just get up
and leave them on the tray,
forgetting about them."

loading the car the night before
they leave.
Gerkens also warns students
to lock belongings in a locker in
the University bookstore. Often
at the beginning of the semester
books are stolen from the
shelves and returned to the
bookstore or resold, he said.

Gerkens said many students
also "advertise" by leaving belongings in an unlocked car or

If a student does suspect a
crime, Gerkens said they should
contact Public Safety at 372-2346
or Crime Stoppers at 3524077.

<pf

1021 S. Main
Bowling Green, Ohio
382-0123
(nest to Vanity Lanea)

OPEN:

Mon.-Thur*. 7am-0pm
Fri. 7am-10pm
Sat. San-10pm
Sun. San-Opai

FEATURING...
•Extensive Salad Buffet and Desert Table
-■-Included with all dinners (over 60 items)
•Home Cooking-all prepared in our Kitchen
•Full line of Breakfast Specialities
•Kids Menu available and Buckeye Cards
honored
• 18 Dinner Entrees at Affordable Prices

DAILY SPECIALS
Breakfast • Lunch • Dinner
FREE REFILLS
on all
Soft Drinks

FREE BALLOONS
for the kids

THE
COPY SHOP
PRINTING & IMPRINTING
CHECK OUR PRICES

Welcome Back
BGSU Students!
Typing & Typesetting .
Resumes • Research Papers
Screen Printing • Trophies & Plaques

352-4068
117 E. Court - Bowling Green

JEANIE 24 Hour Teller
located in the
Union Building
PICK A CARD.
ANY CARD.
And get cash from our
JEANIE A.T.M.
I( you have any ol these bank cards, you
can use it at our JEANIb A.T.M. on
campus. And Just like with your own
bank machine, you can get cash, make
deposits, withdrawals In seconds.

All are members
of the Money
Station System.

State Home Savings
BOWLING GREEN • PERRY8BURG • MAUMEE • PEMBERVILLE • SWANTON
GLANDORF • OTTAWA • COLUMBUS GROVE • LE1PSIC • FOSTORIA
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Roommate advice given
Communication vital for solving problems: Director
by Phillip B. Wilson
staff reporter

The Univerity Residence Life
office has some sound advice if
living with your roommate becomes a problem.
Be upfront. honest and communicate, said Barbara Keller,
director of residence education.
"Give your roommate a chance,
treat them how you would want
to be treated," Keller said.
If a problem does persist, as
many do, try to identify what the
specific problem is, and even if
you're not quite sure what it is,
don't be afraid to ask for help,

who is not around the situation.

she said.
"The resident adviser (RA) is
a good person, has good listening skills and might be able to
help you think through the problem/ Keller said. "None of
these people can solve a problem for a person, but they can
help the student to decide what
to do for themselves."
She said if an RA is not available to talk, the student can talk
to their residence hall director.
Keller said the tendency of
many students is to call home
and talk to their parents, but
that is rarely successful because
the student is talking to someone

"PART OF an education and
going away to college is learning
about people that are different
than you are," she said.
Keller said freshman should
seek to solve situations where
either roommate acts as if they
are living in a single room. Little
matters of can become significant in the course of any
relationship, she said.
Keller said that another tendency for students is to stereotype people. She said students
should try to keep an open mind.

*>N™/Jt- PMm

Conflict training

As part of their training last week, resident advisers attempted to settle possible confontations through role
playing, then discussed how to deal with the confrontations. First-year RA Amy Maloka, sophomore business
administration major, tries to tell a belligerent Dave Stanford, college student personnel grad student, he
isn't allowed to play sports in the hallway.

4? HAIRCUTS ^

$

6

Children 10 & Under 4.49

FREE FRISBEE

PROFESSOR PUBLISHING
PUTS THE CLASS INTO
COURSE MATERIALS
The Classiest of Class Readers
•
•
•
•

Minimum Expenditure to Scholar
Gratis to Educators
Rapid Accommodations
Gratis Acquisition & Final Presentation

For Additional Data. Communicate with
Dr Howard Hawkcs. at Our Expense, at
(•00) 21S-49IS
In California call (80012928640

Get a FREE FIESTA FRISBEE with your back-to-school
haircut. Offer valid thru 9-7-85 or while supply lasts, to all
students 16 yrs and under.

325 E. Wooster
354-3977

No Appointments — Just Walk In!
832 S. Main '
(Next to Lane Drugs)
_
Have you tried our Suntan Beds?

352-9763

P2 P7 -

Ilp#

IckslcO'S

Win 1 Year Free Haircare Services!

_4-/-_

Details Coming In September.
®

We Use Recommend & Retail

Daily 8-8; Sat. 8-6

&REDKEN

Sun. 10-5

Salon Prescription Haircare Products

HAIR FASHIONS

kinko's

"telephone
95
Buffet SHStep right up, studentsl It's the best
bargain of the year on reliable GTE
equipment!
We've prepared a delicious spread of
dependable GTE Styieline" telephone
hand sets, cords, and bases in the
BIGGEST... the BEST... probably the
ONLY Build-Your-Own-Telephone
Buffet around
Don't settle for cheap and inferior imitationsi Get the REAL
THING—worth up to S64.95 if
new—for just SI4.95I
Hurry to Phone Mart and
choose from a tempting array of
overstocked and gently used
Styieline" components. Choose
a desk or wall model. Touch Call
or Rotary. Mix and match school
colors. EXPRESS yourself. Snap it
together and SAVE BIG on a phone
that's sure to lastl
Want a phone that's the talk of
the campus? Hit Phone Marts Telephone Buffet while the sale lastsl

60 West Wooster

Your resident adviser has
gone through a lot of training in
efforts to help you adjust to your
new home.
While most students were enjoying the last few days of summer, approximately 136 RAs
arrived last Saturday to begin
orientation.
The function of a resident adviser is to help residents with
their college experience, said
Sandy Crill, haU director.
"An RA is responsible for
maintaining community in the
hall - a sense of belonging and
team spirit, to help students find
a common purpose in living together," Crill said. Residents
should also be urged by the RA
to get involved in campus activities and abide by University
policy, she added.
Resident advisers usually
want to build a family out of the
people on their floor; they are
assertive, out-going, able to
manage their time, and they like
to have fun, Crill said.

THE COURSE also explains
the "philosophies behind programming," planning activities
which will provide students with
a chance to meet and develop
relationships and even to learn
skills needed outside of the
classroom. The activities can be
social, recreational or informational, according to Crill.
The second step is the weeklong fall orientation. A series of
workshops and meetings are set
%to teach the RA how to deal
h the many situations he may
encounter. One workshop deals
with confrontation.
The RA is put in a realistic
situation in which be must confront a student and enforce university policy.
First year RAs are told to
confront the student in an open
manner, not authoritarian. Returning RAs and hall directors
role-play the situation using
props and experiences which"
they may have had with students to teach the incoming RAs
how to effectively deal with confrontation.

*lf-new values up to $64.95!

J

by Caroline Langer
staff reporter

CRUX SAID RA's must work
on an intrinsic or inner reward
system rather than a financial
one since they are not paid much
- $2,000 dollars a year - for the
time, training and work they put
in. They are not allowed to nave
a second iob, are only given four
free weekends a semester and
are generally "on duty" - available in case of an emergency
once a week, she said. An RA is
also expected to act as a role
model and to carry a 2.5 grade
point average.
Training is a three-phase
process, Crill said.
R begins in the spring with an
eight week one credit course
which teaches the basic fundamentals of "student development," or helping students
become adults.

Build your own dependable
GTE phone and save!

$9 5J5

RAs get
extensive
training

PHone
maRT

Other meetings deal with community building, policy review,
emergency procedures, Ore
safety, programming and the
first floor meeting. RAs also
receive training in counaaUng.
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Fact Line busy
Billed as a student survival kit, Fact line has almost all the
answers, said Gardner McLean Jr., associate director of
Public Relations.
"We dont try to answer everything, but we'll do everything
we can to help a student get through school," McLean said.
Beginning as a rumor-control service in 1971, Fact Line has
grown from the 2,200 calls it received that first spring to an
expected 190,000 calls for 1985-86 school year.
McLean said most of the calls they receive are for telephone
numbers. Access to the University's computer listing of phone
numbers helps give the most up-to-date information to callers.
Files also contain updated information on almost every
aspect of sports, entertainment, campus or dty events. And ft
Fact Line doesn't have the answer, the operator will refer you
to someone who does, McLean said.
INFORMATION GATHERING is one of the most important
aspects of the service, McLean said. Sometimes, information
may be updated every half hour. Card files contain information
on everything from Daytona Beach to the number of trees on
campus.
Fact Line has a listing of all incoming freshmen and their
orientation groups, where they should be and at what time.
Special hours this week will be noon to 10 p.m. today and 8
a.m. to 10 p.m. Monday through Friday. Normal hours are
noon to 10 p.m. Saturday and Sunday, 10 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Monday through Friday at 372-2445.
expires 8/7/851

Faster pace surprises students
by Marodla Grande
staff reporter
Two freshmen wen In toe
Jerome library searching tor
books for their term paper when
one of them said to the other,
"Can you believe this? Here it Is
three weeks away from
due and I haven't even
my 10-page paper on
problem drainage basins In
northwest Ohior
One bookshelf away, there
were some upperclassmen
chuckling when they overheard
the conversation. "Three
weeks! little does he know bell
be cranking It out in three hours
when he's a Junior," said one of
the
.uj is no joke, just downright
characteristic of the truth. As
soon as a freshman learns the
routine of writing papers and
compiling important class pro-

jects, they think that the process
will go faster next time. This
train of thought is a result of
overconfidence combined with
the absence of beginner's enthusiasm.
Joseph Spinelli, associate
dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences and associate professor of geography, advised students to forget about high school
academics once they come to
college.
"The pace in college is much
faster than in high school. Students shouldn't tag behind because once they fall into that
habit, here comes the multiplier
effect," Spinelli said.
"Most Important is for students to understand that even if
you were a good student in high
school, that doesn't mean you U
be a good college student. Some
students will say 'I was in National Honor Society in high

school. I don't know what happened. ' But that's because
they're not adjusting to the
pace," Spinelli said.
HE ALSO recommended students to stay away from too
many activities in the beginning
until they see how things are
going academically. Another
suggestion was that if they don't
know how they are doing in
data, they should sit down and
talk to their instructor.
"It is the student's responsibi-

LOCKER ROOM
SPORTING GOODS
Complete liquidation

50 - 70% OFF
ALL ITEMS IN STOCK:

WELCOME BACK

The Phoenix Palace

Iram

$ 1 off For each
order of $6 or more

-sweatpants, hooded sweatshirts, shoes, jackets, t-shirts, hats, soccer balls, tennis rackets, school bags, bowling bags.

After you move in come enjoy yourself in a nice air
conditioned atmosphere.

IncluJes all jewelry and gift items from
around the world!

Hours: Mon-Thurs 11am-9 pm
Frl 4S»t 11 am-10pm
Sun noon-8 pm

354-2277

s

183 S. Main

lity to know," Spinelli said.
Besides, it's good for students
to sit down and chat with their
instructors.
Beware of oversocializing.
While college can offer an unforgettable social experience, it is
not the number one reason why
people attend. Spinelli said
while some students have a photographic memory and are ready to go out and party, other
students have to read assignments more thoroughly and go
out later and party.

Bowling Green

Purchase your gifts for Christmas
now and save 70% !

mown inc
owryrown,
downl

7ke Video

- earrings, bracelets, necklaces, chess sets,
brandy goblets.
- Hummel products and Hummel plates.

BG's famous
gathering place

Connection

109 N. Main St. B.G.

162 H. Main

Located Directly Behind Open Pantry
Ph. 352-1569

Hours 10-5
Monday-Saturday

OPEN 7 DAYS Noon-11:00p.m.
of music.

(Including Sunday)

OVERNIGHT VCR RENTAL only $5.95
TAPE RENTAL only $1.99

PolyGram Records

membership not required hr rental

UNIVERSITY GROUP RATES AVAILABLE
16 locations throughout NW Ohio

PRESENTS A

•complete Blue Ribbon Photo Processing.
•Along with VHS Tape & machine sales.

r

Cash & Carry

i

128 N. MAIN ST.
—Downtown—

"WELCOME BACK J J

SALE i

SPECTACULAR

THESE PLUS HUNDREDS OF OTHER DAILY SPECIALS

FTD SERVICE AVAILABLE
LP & TAPE ONLY . .

LP & TAPE ONLY . .

Your Campus Florist welcomes you Back

Carnations
Daisies

$5

per Dozen

$2

per Dozen

THOUSANDS OF TITLES TO CHOOSE!

fcS' FLO^
V
<fc

45's • 12" SINGLES •. OLDIES •
ALBUMS • TAPES • ACCESSORIES

4w^
434 E. WOOSTER
%£
^ IN THE DAIRY QUEEN BLDG. {f>
**m

•*>m

u

BEST SELECTION I LOWEST PRICES
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

"YOUR MUSIC
LIBRARY"

'I
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the Student
Book Exchange
THE STAFF AT SBX WOULD LIKE TO WELCOME BACK ALL
STUDENTS AND FACULTY OF B.G.S.U. FOR THE 85-86
SCHOOL YEAR AND HOPE YOUR SUMMER WAS LONG AND
ENJOYABLE. OUR NEW FLOOR SPACE ENABLES US TO
i
I
GIVE QUICKER AND BETTER SERVICE DURING THE CHAOTIC
I
RUSH OF THIS FIRST WEEK. OUR USED BOOK INVENTORY
I
HAS NEVER BEEN HIGHER!
:;:;

■■■:■

:•::

'■■>

I

S

MOSTLY USED AND, OF COURSE,
THE NECESSARY NEW TEXTS
—plus—
A COMPLETE LINE OF SUPPLIES
—plus—
MASCOTS AND SWEATSHIRTS
STILL PAYING TOP PRICE FOR CURRENT USED BOOKS
OUR GUARANTEE: Any Required
text purchased at the SBX may
be returned for a full refund within 10
days from the start of class.

x

HOURS
8-8MON.THURS.
9 - 5:30 FRI.
9-5 SAT.
1-5 SUN.

See You At The SBX!

MasterCard

Extended hours for Rush 353-7732 or 352-0215
530 E. Wooster

THE SBX WISHES THE FALCON FOOTBALL
TEAM THE BEST OF LUCK THIS FALL.
THIS IS YOUR YEAR!!
.,:,

x

'-■■•.'.

S

Letting
loose!
Getting away from your studies Is a necessary key to survival of
college life. You can entertain yourself by attending or participating
in activities sponsored by the University or surrounding communities.
There are plays to watch, concerts to attend, football games to cheer
at, dancing to be done and much, much more. In all seasons, there's
somewhere to go and some place to see and something for everyone.
But it's not going to come to you. You have to get out and go. Once you
explore ways to fill the leisure time, you just might forget about
home and jump into the fun that the college environment offers.
For many alumni who look back on their days at the University, they
remember the best years of their lives. Sure, it takes time to adjust and
meet people, and nobody said it was going to be easy, but before long
you'll be pursuing new activities and new friendships. Just like many
of the students, you'll get caught up in college days, which will become
glory days. College Is one of the few environments around where
people who are basically the same age live together In a closely knit
place and who are all confronting similar problems and pleasures. It's a
life where everyone pitches In and helps out each other. Roommates
may come and go, just like classes. Sometimes It's sad and sometimes
it's a relief. But just remember that you have to do your share to share
In the fun, the sad times, the anger and the laughter.
For many upperclassmen, their college days have raced by, and soon,
they are sitting In Doyt L. Perry Stadium In black gowns waiting for
their names to be called. The person who was your roommate during Prereg maybe sitting next to you during graduation exercises. It all goes so
fast. Don't let these days pass by without them being memorable. It's
not all fun and games, but It's pretty darn close.

Photos by
Susan Cross
Alex Horvath
Joe Phelan
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CIAO sponsors events, artists
'■ by ShtOy Truety
•J reporter

The University Activities
:] Organization (UAO) is the
:• largest student activities pro-" gramming organization on
the University campus. It
sponsors such events and activities as campus films on
Thursday, Friday and Saturday nights, Christinas and
spring break trips, concerts,
mini-courses and lectures.
This fail, according to Gale
Swanka, program director of
_ UAO, the organization will be
t- sponsoring such events and
> guest artists and lecturers
- such as John T. Molloy, au';: thor of "Dress For Success,"
: trips to the Cincinnati-Cleve'• land football game, a reggae
' show and mini-courses, such

e

as ski conditioning and mixology.
According to Swanka, there
are many opportunities to
become involved in the organization.
"By Joining the UAO students can gain skills in leadership and take responsibility
for campus events," Swanka
said. "It will help you become
more familiar with the campus and with the people and
develop organizational
skills."

LORI WOLF1NGER, UAO
president, said mere are no
membership fees or dues to
belong to UAO, "The only
requirement is that they
maintain an acceptable grade
point average," she said.
UAO will nave an organizational meeting Sept. 4 at 8
p.m. in the Lenhart Grand
Ballroom of the University
Union.
"An example of how someone can become involved is,
for instance, working for an
hour on a Friday or a Saturday at the checking in and out
equipment at the outing center. There they would serve
as a resource person to answer questions about upcomming outdoor trips, state
parks and planned events.

;

St @etena.

113 Railroad St.
Bowling Green
Ohio 43402
Dorsey's Drugs)

Saturday 10-6

Portside meets challenge of established environment
University freshman are the
new kids on the block ... not
familiar with Bowling Green or
the surrounding areas. It's a
challenge to succeed in an established environment
The circumstances were the
same when Portside Festival
Marketplace opened its doors a
vear ago in Toledo. More than
four million people have walked
through the green doors of Portside since it opened.
When entering the two-level
marketplace, your nose may be
confused. The aroma of fresh
popcorn, the sweetness of soonHHM fudge and other delicacies
will tempt your tastebuds.
For the many Clevelanders
who attend the University, Portside is similiar to The Arcade.
So why should a student travel
21 miles to the Glass City?
For the eateries, stores,
nearby park and riverfront
Portside gives new meaning to

the term "munchies," one that
probably will not be found in
Webster's Dictionary.
ALL OF THE eateries have a
specialty, varying from Mexican and Chinese to Greek.
There is a pizza parlor, an ice
cream shop that mixes ingredients in the ice cream to ordertruly a palate pleaser. Also,
there is a frozen yogurt stand for
the weight-conscience person, a
french fry factory for those who
want to splurge on the diet and
other shops.
"One of the hardest decisions I
make all day is what to have for
lunch," said a Toledo businessman, as he bit into a "great
escape" sandwich.

Sunday 12-5

JUNIOR & LADIES APPAREL & JEWELRY

BACK TO SCHOOL SALE!

Throbbing rwodt Quaking
body? Has Monday d««H

round**1 m**l from Dambw't
Plna. W.111Mb) imo*rti Ik*
wrinkle* out of your day.

OFF

Fast. Pro* Mrrory.

ORIGINAL
PRICE

ORIGINAL
PRICE

And the shops have as much
variety as the eateries.
Although Christmas only
comes around once year. Portaide has a shop which sells only
Christmas decorations - year

352-1539

2--CLOTHING ITEM
(of equal value or less)

1-CLOTHING ITEM,

OPEN AT 4 P.M.

Stadium Plaza,
1416 E.Woostwr, B.C.
Limited d«ll»«ry orw

COUPON VALID ON NEW SALES ONLY • NO LAY AW AYS
• ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER
. • MUST PRESENT COUPON WITH PURCHASE
• COUPON NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER COUPON

TWO 10"
PIZZAS WITH

*A
e

3 ITEMS for only...
Expires: 9-1-85

99

^

AVAILABLE ONLY ON MONDAYS

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS!
FALL 1985
Student Recreation Center
F=F

-7
Sr S

Something for Everyone!
Fit For All Aerobics
Water Aerobics
Scuba
Weight Room Awareness

Nautilus and Universal
Lifecycles
Raquetball
and more

Fall Student Recreation Center Hours:
Monday-Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

Memberships Available

'round.
There are shirt shops, kite
shops, sporting goods shops, hat
shops, umbrella shops and souvenir shops.
But stand warned: there are
no University souvenirs at Portside. But if one wants a University of Toledo sweatshirt, or a
Ohio State University T-shirt, or
a Michigan State University jogdng outfit, Toledo is the place to
r ingredients to the success
of the downtown facility are the
events in and outside it, in addition to the view of the Maumee
River.
Officials of the Lucas County
Chamber of Commerce said the
large number of events are crucial to the success of Portside. A
weekly event are the parties in
the park, which feature local
bands and cold beer.
The parties attract an average
of 30,000 people every Friday
night.

Center
moncfetV Rec
accessible
madness to students

(Next to
Monday-Friday 10-8

Events crucial to success

7:00am - Midnight
7:00am - 10:00pm
9:00am - 10:00pm
9:00am - Midnight

For More Information Call 3 72-2 711

by Shelly Truety
reporter

Fun and fitness are the goals
of the Student Recreation Center
(SRC). The six-year-old center's
primary purpose is to serve students on a "drop in" basis,
according to Terry Parsons,
SRC director.
"The concept is remarkable,"
Parsons said. "The students are
for it (the use of SRC) so
is always based on the
lity of the center to the
student."
"This is
why we
are open
from
seven in
the morning until
midnight.
It's because some students like to
swim at seven in the morning
and some students like to Jog at
11:30 at night," he said. "We're
here to meet the student's schedules."
The center features two swimming pools, 14 handball/racquetbafi courts, three squash
courts, a jogging track, an archery/golf area, universal and
nautilus weight rooms, a combatives/dance area, a pro-shop
and a large sports center with
courts that can accommodate
basketball, volleyball, tennis
and badminton.
PARSONS SAID students
shouldn't worry about walking
in on a scheduled activity such
as a physical education class.
"we never totally schedule
any one facility. For instance,
the pool will always be open
during scheduled rec swim
hours. Some say we carry this to
an extent, but even when we
have a varsity swim meet we
still have the shallow end open to
rec swimmers," he said.
Parsons said the SRC emphasizes total fitness.
"We dont permit smoking or
drinking, we don't sell pop and
we don't sell Junk food. We offer
an alternative lifestyle to the
bars and the smokey back
rooms, and we stand for that
lifestyle," Parsons said.
Parsons said 5,000 more peo£ visited the SRC in 1964 man
in 1985 and 13,000 more people entered the building in 1964
than in 1979, the year the building was opened. "We attempt to
entice people to come over here
and enjoy an active lifestyle, a
fun arid fitness lifestyle," he
said.
According to Parsons, the
most difficult thing to overcome
when attempting to get in shape
is finding time for one's self.
"The first rule is to schedule a
one hour appointment with yourself per day," be said.
Parsons said this hour should
be "unconditional," and the individual must insist on keeping
that hour to himself no matter
how busy he becomes. "One day
the individual may use that hour
to Just sit an enjoy himself, and
on alternate days they can come
hare," he said.
"We like to think of this as a
haven from stress. You can take
your stress here, work it out,1
and wash it down the drain,'
Parsons said.
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Variety of meals featured
p.m. to 11:30 p.m. Sunday
through Thursday.
For Cincinnati-style chili, try
Chily's in Kreischer Quadrangle. The restaurant also serves
hot dogs, sandwiches and ice
cream. This two-year-old eatery
operates 6:30 p.m. to 11:30 p.m.
beginning Aug. 29.
If you want a break from lines

Food Operations
aims to please
Food Operations at the University has "sot what you're
hungry for," its theme for the
new school year guarantees.
The food coupon system provides students with this variety,
said Jane Schimpf, director of
University Food Operations.
Besides the five main dining
halls at the University, every
residence hall has its own snack
bar.
For grilled items like hamburgers, cheeseburgers or hotdogs, the Mid-American Room
and the Amani, the oldest establishments on campus, are the
places to go.
The Mid-Am Room is located
in the basement of Harshman
Quadrangle and Li open 6 p.m. to
midnight Sunday through Thursy. the Amani is in the Comday.
mons and is open 6 p.m. to
midnight every day beginning
today.
The Garden Terrace Deli and
Soda Shop in McDonald Quadrangle features sundaes and
subs. A variety of means and
cheese are sold by the ounce.
Sundaes, parfaits, sodas and
other ice cream treats are available.

and fast foods, the Towers Inn in
McDonald Quadrangle features
steak, crab and other meals.
The Towers is open from 4:19
p.m. to 6 p.m. beginning Sept 3.
Berries in Harshman Quadrangle is another sit-down restaurant. The menu is complete
with appetizers, salads, entrees,
beverages and desserts.

IVAWABLECOUPONI

TWO LARGE
PIZZAS
"our super everything pizza"

WE'RE GLAD TO SEE YOU BACK

Churchill's
Welcomes Back all BGSU
Students and Invites you to try
the Churchill's Difference for Yourself...
Superior
French Onion Dip'
Taco Dip 8 oz.
2/89*

10 toppings for only

VOW with coupon at
portiapoting Little Coejors
Carry out onty One
coupon per customer

MM 9/4/85
Toppings Include pepperonl, ham. bacon, ground beet, Motion
sausage, mushrooms, green peppers, onions. Hot peppers and
anchovies upon request. (NO SUBSTITUTIONS)

THE DELI is open from 11
a.m. to 11 p.m. Sunday through
Thursday beginning Sept. 4.
The Truckstop, located in the
Commons, offers full meals with
larger-than-usual portions.
Hours are 4 tun. to 6 p.m. Monday through Thursday.
Zzas in Founders Quadrangle
specializes in deepdish pizza.
Also available are subs, sandwiches and soda fountain items
including 29 flavors of milkshakes and malts. It is open 7:30

112 Mercer St., Bowling Green, OH
354-6500

THIS TUESDAY IS ^r^y
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PERM SPECIAL
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Expires Sept. 30, 1985
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702 SANDRIDGE

Churchill's

353-4333

Open 6 am -1 am daily
Prices effective thru Sun. September 1,1985
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Musicians
highlighted

by Shelly Trusty
reporter

The College of Musical Arts
offers * festival series each year
that highlights well-known artiste. Tha festival series has been
upended this year to include a

1 g& CHERRYW00D
ImM

HEALTH SPA & TANNING CENTER

^mmr

8th • High Stl

352-937C

young artist series.
According to Robert Thayer,
dean of the College of Musical
Arts, the young concert series
will not only feature a performance by young artiste, but
these artiste will also conduct
workshops with the students.
"These artiste axe on a type of
residency and will be able to
work with students and share
some of their musical talent
with students," Thayer said.
"They are not only talented
musicians, but because they are

young they will be able to relate
to the students the way an older
professor can not," be said.
The young concert series will
feature Carter Brev, cellist, in a
concert on Nov. 2; and Dawn
Upshaw, soprano, on Feb. S.
THE REGULAR concert series will begin on Oct 10 with a
performance by the Beaux Arts
Trio. Other concerts include:
Susan Star, pianist, Nov. 19;
Bach Aria Group, Jan. 29; and
the Philip Jones Brass Ensemble on April 16.

■OURS
Mon Fn 9 im -10 p m

Welcome Back
BG Students!
!*• SunSyslein * •**■* than the tun
1*m fcwSytam duphcales (u»i in* ngM
mmmt c* (*•■ Voter A fcght to produce •
ne*. «Mp UP At the seme Mnt the
cmfuty connoted temperature ol trie
•¥•*•«■ he** lo promote the tanrwtg
pfwew and prevents dry wun Each see
■am* naaaares mat 10 rranutet and you don t
raM te «o*rv about OurNng Have a
oaauRU heafthy Ian the SunSyslem way

S«l 1 1 a m 9 p m

Son t 9 p.m

ADVANCED DRIVER
EDUCATION
CERTIFICATION

■ ^Tll
neaR

^aW ill

Hed362

Hed 462
1^^ I1 A. 2

(Offered fall & summer only
Meets 8:00am M.W.F.)

This coupon good

for a FREE
visit and use the}
Spa and tanning J
Center

B^aafl

Call 372-6924 for
further information

Off€l EXPIRES 9/8/85J

Theater stages
10 productions
by Juke F.uWe
staff reporter

The University stages have
something for everyone this
season.
There is tragedy in "West
Side Story," drama in "The
Crucible/' satire in "Feiffer's People," and farce in
"Charley's Aunt," and much
more with the ten scheduled
productions in the Main Auditorium, Joe E. Brown Theater, and Elsewhere
Productions.
Bob Hansen, chairman of
the theater department, said
students should take advantage of the many productions
on campus while they are
here because they may never
again have as many opportunities to see live theater, particularly not this
inexpensively.
He added that theater is a
part of what being an educated person is all about and
that it is also stimulating,
exciting, educational and fun.
Hansen encourages student
who are interested in more
than just viewing theater to
get involved with the productions. He said that students

don't have to be theater majors to try out for productions
and there are a lot of parts
available this season. Also
students are needed to help
with scenery, costumes,
lights and promotion.
HE SAID "Feiffer's People", a political satire, will be
performed entirely by freshmen, but added that freshmen are welcome to try out
for any production. Audition
dates are posted in advance
outside the theater office and
on bulletin boards around
campus.
Hansen said students interested in performing to talk to
the directors about any questions they may have and to
take advantage of the scripts
that are available in the Theater Office, 322 South Hall.
There will be an informational meeting with refreshments and slides on
Wednesday, Aug. 28, at 6 pjn.
in Joe E. Brown Theater for
students interested in any aspert of production.
The Main Auditorium and
Joe E. Brown Theater are
located in University Hall and
Elsewhere Productions are
performed in classrooms.
_
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WELCOME STUDENTS
Hamburgers
Chili Dogs
Tacos

Burritos
Soup

Bar-B-Q Ribs
Bar-B-Q Chicken
10 different Subs

Salads
Daily Lunch Specials
Shakes • Malts • Floats • Sundaes
Free Delivery - $3°° Minimum

BJ's FOOD EMPORIUM

143 E. Wooster St.

AIR FORCE ALWAYS
NEEDS MORE LEADERS.
Were looking for pilotnavigator*
missile
mm
engineer*
math majorpeople manay
er*
doctor*
scientists
w>urnalist.ind more
And the Aw Force ROTC pn*»'»m » * W' ""^ '•' <** 0,'«> •>
job Ilk.- one < >f these which can help vui improve v i" leacki
ship atxkly and your professional competence
As .1 n«tmissajned oHrei rt the As- rwrce. v*i can fv prtari
of the role you play m your (ommunity and the conintwtifm
you make to your country, vecurtlv You can know itlM
you re dotng a foh ol importance, a roh with responsibility
The Air Force ROTC program ollets a way lo help wmi
achieve these goal* A* an Af-ROTC cadet. you1lleain.ih.Bit
leadership rnanaoemeni and more You'll learn ahout hernfits ol hewtg an officer later on. hke an excellent salary medi
ial and denial care housing and food allowances, and JO
davs of paid vacation each year YouII diKover a whrsV new
world open lo you in ihe Arr Korce And yrxi can get triere
I hi i High AFROTC
Look into it right away Youll he glad you did

353-7603

Give us a try and you'll want more!

/^murm^r^
ROTC

Go'ewoy to o g'eoi woy of life

A Piece A Pizza Aplenty
Whan you need to appease a pizza appetite, how many pieces
are appropriate?
It depends on the portion proportions of the pizza.
If it's Rocky Rococo Pan Style Pizza—thick, crunchy, chewy,
cheesy, saucy Pan Style Pizza—a piece a person, in other
words, a piece apiece is probably appropriate.
That's why Rocky Rococo Pan Style Pizza is available by
the slice: That satisfying sizeable (1/2 lb.) single
serving size.
Whether you come call at our counter or drive
through our Drive-Thru, The Slice is unfaiNngry fresh, fast and filling; a luscious
Kghteninglike lunch; always available
almost instantly.
So, when you need to appease a
pizza appetite, appease it appropriately.
With a Slice of Rocky Rococo Pan
Style Pizza.
A piece of pizza appealingly and
appropriately proportioned so that a
piece a pizza apiece is pizza aplenty.

Opening September 3rd
Rocky ^Rococo
' > „s' '•' '■

176 E. Wooster St.
Bowling Green, Ohio
352-4600

COT more information call: 372-2176
164 Memorial Hall, Bowling Green
$>

State University

.

BACK
STUDENTS

EVERYDAY
LOW PRICES!

DISC

•HEALTH I BEAUTY AIDS
•SCHOOL SUPPUES
•FILM PROCESSING

EVERYDAY
LOW PRICES!

NEXT TO:
T.O

•BEER & WINE
•PARTY SNACKS & SUPPLIES
•LP.'i ind CASSETTES

SERVING CAMPUS STUDENTS FOR 25 YEARS!

FREE!

C

COFFEE 5

we haw oil IMWVV

REQUIREMENTS

EXTRA SET OF PRINTS

PER CUP
EVERYDAY PRICE-NO LIMIT

EVERYDAY ON 110, 126, 135, ORDISC C-41 PROCESS OR COMPATIBLE COLOR PRINT FILM ONLY.

POP 40'

BAUSCH
&LOMB •PEPSI -COKE 'SPRITE
•TAB *MT. DEW and many moral

NO COUPONS NEEDED
SEE IN STORE FOR DETAILS
LAUNDRY

KODAK COLOR FILM
VR 110 or 135
—24 EXPOSURES

BAN
ROLL-ON „ Q Q
ANTI-PERSPIRANT/DEODERANTT rtrt
1.5 02

PACKS
ALL BRANDS

99' 21

*»■«____
POWDER
LIMIT 1-EXP. 9445

UMTT 1-CXP. 9445

SALINE

CIGARETTES

CSOOMQ
100 TABLETS

DETERGENT

OfiQ
/ ±^

LIMIT 1-EXP. 9446

VITAMIN

SOLUTION

FILLIR PAPER

75

LIMIT 1-EXP. 9-8-85

CARTER'S

LIMIT 2-EXP. 9-8-85

LIMIT 1-EXP. 94-65

HI-LITER

•YELLOW 'BLUE -GREEN 'PINK

"*

Each

LIMIT 2-EXP. 9-8-85

LOWEST PRICES
EVERYDAY

iTATE COUPON

TAMPAX
40 COUNT TAMPONS
LIMIT 1-EXP. 9445

IDR. WEST

69'
59*

•COLLEGE RULE
•200 SHEETS

/^^

LIMIT 1-EXP. 9445

EVERYDAY PRICE-NO LIMIT

AT\

ON ALL

T00THBRUSH49

CHECK OUT OUR

[Q-I IPS COUNT
LIMIT 1-EXP.9-8-85

SUAVE,•SHAMPOO m

OF TODAY'S HITS AND YESTERDAY'S GOLD

16oz. ASST. FLAVORS
LIMIT 1-EXP. 9*85

CORRASABLE
TYPING PAPER
50 SHEETS ""wo
LIMIT 1-EXP. 94-85

• II COUPON

MEAD
18% x 11%
LIMIT 2-EXP. 94-85
STATE COUPON

MEAD

ENVELOPES

HUGE SELECTION

>TATI COUPON

EATON'S

LEGAL PAD

L.P.'Sa-XASSETTES

LIMIT 2-EXP.-9-8-85

'AH COUPON

100 CT. LETTER or SO CT. BUSINESS
LIMIT 1 EACH-EXP. 9445

LIQUID FLUID
PAPER ><
nr\£\
KJl ▼

CORRECTION
0.6 OZ

\J */

LIMIT 1- EXP. 9445

. WE HAVE THE LOWEST EVERYDAY PRICES IN TOWN! EVERYDAY!
.'UPON

COSMETIC

COTTON BALLS fiQ<\
\J^

COMPARE AND SAVE WITH US!

260 CT.

UMIT^XP^

BACK-TO-SCHOOL

SALE

I GENERIC 5 GRAIN

IASPIRINCOUNT

ALL 5.98 MFG. LIST
ALBUMS and CASSETTES
LOOK FOR THE "A" CODE

LIMIT 1- EXP 94-88
JUPON

SOAP BOX o«
TOOTHBRUSH

39

LIMIT 1 EACH-EXP. 9-8-85

HURRY! SALE PRICES END MM

ACTIFED
COLD TABLETS 12 COUNT J

L

3.5 OZ. PERSONAL SIZE A
LIMIT 4-EXP. 9446

*T

o

i-'ON

1

THONGS COLORS QQtf
and STYLES ^ *J

LIMIT 1PR.-EXP. 0446

3-M
MOUNTING
SQUARES

099 ROCKET

""*s
'E£VE

JEFF BECK
Including:
Paopai Oat Raady •* nod Hmr
AmbMoua/OMa Ua Al In Via End

0« Motion
CoowOkl

SSSi OnLMMtSEr
Hal

l 25

A

J9S

EACH

STATF COUPON

SCOTCH TAPE *-J
1Q<
*S

NO.RK-2A %"x300i yds.
LIMIT 1-EXP. 9445

->TATF COUPON

DURACELL

BATTERIES

AA-2 PACK

FLASH

*

',

LIMIT 2-EXP. 9445

ALL 6.98 MFG. LIST
ALBUMS and CASSETTES
LOOK FOR THE "B"CODE
STICKER
3C

IVORY SOAP r

•CHOOSE FROM THOUSANDS OF
. .CLASSIC TITLES BY ALL-TIME
FAVORITES LIKE...

•CHOOSE FROM CLASSIC
TITLES FROM ALL-TIME
FAVORITE ARTISTS
•PHIL COLLINS .FOREIGNER
•PRINCE
-DAVID SANBORN
•PRETENDERS

CHEAP TRICK

STATF COUPON

SALE

•BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN tKVSS.fc-' EACH
•SIMON A OARFUNKEL #THE CLASH
civ.n
-CHtCAQO
AND MANY MORE

LIMIT 1-EXP. 9445

50

LIMIT 4-EXP. 9446

CTIPKPQC
SlllrVfcHS...

^-

F
O

DUO-TANG 2 (
POCKET & PRONG FOLDER

DEAD OR ALIVE
"YOUTHQUAKE
MMh
«xi ktilk Round
Low Coma Back lb Ma/In too Daap
o J m TMI BuMon/Hy Hurt Ooot Bang

LIMIT 1-2 PACK-EXP. 9-8-85

l 69

MASTER LOCK

COMBINATION
LUUI\ NO. 1SOS
LIMIT 1-EXP. 9446

flit

MOST HIT TITLES
INCLUDING THESE CBS
FACIAL TISSUE 175 CT.
HITS AND MANY MORE!
SUMMITT
THOUSANDS OF
BATH TISSUE QQC CURRENT HITS
4-PACK
2727
UMrM4Pj«XP ^«46
TO CHOOSE FROM!

KLEENEX
LIMIT 1-EXP. 9445

j

PAPER TOWEL*crrK
^ J/

JUMBO ROLL

UMTT 2-EXP. l

ARTIST OF THE WEEK

■ oJ.
TRASH BAGS QQt BILLY JOEL SBF"" 99

10 CT.

t^ *S

LIMIT 1-EXP 9446

BOUTIQUE-PLASTIC

HANGERS
UMTT 10-EXP. 9445

•2

29"

•PIANO MAN
•COLD SPRING HARBOR
•TURNSTILES
•BONOS IN THE ATTIC

2.99 Each

/
•THE STRANGER
•52nd STREET
•GLASSHOUSES
•NYLON CURTAIN
•INNOCENT MAN

4.99 Each

BILLY JOEL
GREATEST HITS
VOLUME I & VOLUME II
Jiaa Tna MaTfau AM
«» Ma Roe* And M to Ma/My Ua)
Piano Man/ton Mar Aaaut ■

COVER GIRL COSMETICS

LIPSTICK
LIMIT 1-EXP. 9445

ASSORTED
FRUIT JUICES
10 OZ. BOTTLE
LIMIT J-EXP. 9445

-j gg

JL

EACH

39
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Greek system avenue to campus opportunities
by Shcly Trusty
reporter

Greek life is one of the many
alternatives open to students
who wish to become Involved in
campus events. The University
has 23 fraternities and 16 sororities active on and off campus.
Wayne Colvin, director of
Greek life, said sororities have
already begun their membership rush. "Sororities have a
formal rush which is a membership selection process. It is
formal in that there is a sign-up
before it begins," he saklT^
If a woman is interested in
becoming a member of a sorority and did not sign up for formal
rush there are a number of options open to her, Colvin said.
Some sororities, after formal
rush is over, will add members
and will have an open rush, he
said. A woman who wishes to

take part in open rush can call
Greek Life and ask to be added
to the open rush list, Colvin said.
Fraternities only have informal rush beginning Aug. 29, he
said.
"Fraternity rush is informal
in the sense that all the chapter
houses will be open and individuals can walk over and enter one
of the chapter houses to learn
more about the individual fraternity," Colvin said.
INFORMAL RUSH for fraternities lasts the first three weeks
of the school year usually on
Tuesday and Thursday at 7:30
p.m. he said.
Off-campus greek organizations follow the same rush rules
as on campus organizations,
according to Colvin. He said offcampus fraternities and sororities will usually advertise available transportation to off-

PlZZfll

campus houses.
Colvin said there is a lot of
variation in the individual greek
chapters. "Every chapter is a
little different, if you find a
chapter that doesn't have what
your looking for chances are you
may find it in a different one."
According to Colvin, the University campus is 26 percent
greek. "We have one of the
strongest fraternity and sorority
systems in the the country. Our
chapters are constantly being
recognized for excellence," he
said.
"Parties constitute only about
15 percent of greek activities,"
Colvin said, "They (greeks)
compete in intramurals, perform community service projects, there is an opportunity to
develop leadership skills there's an opportunity to get
involved in virtually any area of
interest."
He said that greek life offers
an opportunity to receive scholarships and it can offer an opportunity for business contacts
after school through the help of
chapter alumni.

BG News/Joe I

Getting aquainted
In a Kappa Delia sorority house bedroom during the first round of rush parties, KD sisters share a laugh with
two rushees. From left. Sue Radlcan, rushing sophomore nursing major, Cheryl Konlcek, Junior pre-med
major. Chris Frailer, senior elementary education major, Mary Braker, rushing sophomore nursing major.
Tammy Helm, sophomore Interior design major, and Lorraine McKittrlck. senior VCT major.

American Heart
Association
tf

BROTHERS, inc]
Home of the Foldover!

352-8408
FREE DELIVERY

Welcome Back
B.G.S.U. Students!
Tuesday Night is
College Buffet Night!

WHEN THINGS
GO WRONG,
GO RIGHT TO AAA

K

HARK BACK TO THE GOLDEN AGE OF THE CIRCUS!
IT STILL LIVES UNDER THE

All You Can
Eat!
I
4-10p.m. Only $3.79
836 S. Main Bowling Green

• 24 hr.
Emergency Road Service
American Express Travelers Checks
• Bail Bond Protection
• AAA Travel Agency

.—«?
I

I

Coupon
Bring This Coupon
For 1 Free Pop
Dine-In Only
Tuesday Only

Coupon
2 Large 13
1 Item Pizzas
Only $10.99

ZDO-HDRSE
August 28, 1985*
In the Wood County Fairground* Parking Area*

1" Show 4:30 p.m.

|

yOHttfO-footkamert, Come,fo.„\

Expires 9/15/85
JJ
^R Carry Out or Delivery Onlya»

Wood County Auto Club
414 E. Wooster
354-2511

Advanced Ticket Sal**
Children $3.00
Adult* $5.00

2"" Show 8:00 p.n
Gat* Ticket Sales
Children $4.00
Adults $6.00

Tickets available at:
l« CM Sookston
Churchill's
Worry's Dollcaimsson
Studirt too* Cchongm
Uhlmon-s
Wilson Shorn
Sponiorod Sy Th« Sowllng GrMn Klwonlt Club

»«...,

Howard's Club H
•Voted Best Bar in B.G.*

^^WJL

n^*raOfc>
1

2 Welcome

I

Back

Specials

• August Special
Mai-Tai

WELCOME BACK
STUDENTS!!
*IMO COVER
HIVE ENTERTAINMENT

Sunday Special
Surf & Turf
1 8oz. Filet Mignon
4 Stuffed Breaded Shrimp
1 Dinner Salad
1 Baked Potato

110 N. Main

352-1092

'Thanks BG for voting us #1 >>

RELIK
Mon. & Tues. Aug. 26 & 27

WET SHAVERS
Wed. at 10:00, Thurs.-Sat. at 9:30
August 28-31

Celebrate at Club H!
210 N.MAIN

NO COVER
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Music options abound
Classes, concerts, performances offered
by Shelly Tnuty
reporter

semester we are studying Reggae, the UNO's, and Paris," she

The College of Musical Arts
has something to offer every
student, according to Robert
Thayer, dean of the College of
Musical Arts.
"I think there are three major
things that we offer," he said.
"The first thing is the concerts;
the second is the classes, particularly the whole series designed
for non-majors that are about
music; and third, participation
in performance groups,"
Thayer said.
JaFran Jones, Chair of the
Department of Music Composition and History, believes this
increase is due the department
maHng an effort to offer classes
that students will be Interested
in. "We try to encompass more
things in our classes and to
teach classes from a different
prospective." she said. An example of this approach is the
"exploring music" class.
According to Jones, the class
incorporates different styles of
music, different time periods,
and different locations. "This

RICHARD JAMES, assistant
professor of music, said, "I
would like to think that almost
no matter what a student's previous experience is that we have
something for them."
"I know there are a large
number of students on campus
with experience in music, but
very few of them continue,"
James said. "They have this
concept of what is good enough
in high school is fundamentally
different from what is good
enough in college and that's just
not true," he said.
All major musical ensembles
are open to non-music majors,
he said. The bands are the most
competitive because this is a
very band oriented school.
They're not always easy to get
into " James said.
"The orchestra can always
use some more string players
and the choirs are very popular," James said.
Thayer agreed, "Something
we are very proud of is that the
choirs, particularly the men's

chorus is composed to a very
great extent of non-majors," he
said.
According to Thayer there are
four major choral groups at tile
University: a men's chorus, a
women's chorus, an acapella
choir, and a smaller group
called "Collegiate Choir."
Terry Eder is the new conductor of Acapella Choir and Collegiate Choir. "I think for
Collegiate choir the competition
will be pretty stiff because it is
smaller and more popular.
There are no stipulations that
someone be a music major in
either group, well take persons
from all majors," be said.
Auditions are required to perform in the University ensembles, according to James. "That
tends to worry people, but they
shouldn't be that concerned
about it," he said. "The conductors are all nice, young, unthreatening people. They are young in
years, but not in their experience or talent."

THE UNIVERSITY
ACTIVITIES
ORGANIZATION
INVITES YOU TO
UPCOMING ATTRACTIONS

REVENGE OF THE NERDS
Monday, August 26
6:00 and 8:30
location has been
changed1 to

Auditions for University
choirs are August 28, 29, and 30
from 9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

210 Math Science
FREE

"WELCOME BACK STUDENTS"

FALL FEST '85

COLLEGE PARK
SATURDAY, SEPT 14
NOON

We Invite You To Come To

MEADOWVIEW COURTS
Phone:

Hours:

M-F 9-4:30

214 Napoleon Rd.

352-1195

Efficiencies $225.00/mo.
-gas heat Included

-tenant shares in electric

American Noise
Rhythm & Motion
West Side Steve

Two bedroom apartments still available.
$270.00 furnished / $265.00 unfurnished
Includes: Rent, water, and sewage. All residents are granted privilege of using the
Cherrywood Health Spa located at
835 High SL.B.G.

Will be performing live!

RESIDENT PAYS GAS AND ELECTRIC

LIVE BANDS
BEER

FOOD

Calendars
available in
University Book Store
and
Union's Little Shop

CHRISTMAS BREAK SKI TRIP

No one understands
...like Jesus

Steamboat, Colorado
January 4 - January 11

No one understands!
At least it seems that way sometimes. You have hurts, needs, longings,
and no one seems to know or care.
How could they? People may be all around you. but they can't look
inside to see what you really are, how you feel, or why you do what
you do.
Throughout history other men and women have felt that way. They
have been reaching out for something or someone to understand, to help
them face the basic issues of life. And many have discovered that while
they were searching. Someone was reaching out to them.
I,
No one understands? That's not really true. The happy truth is "No
one understands like Jesus'"
For your sake. He faced life and death and overcame, and He's alive to
hear and help you now.

j^B^Wrmg

ORGANIZATIONAL
MEETING
Wednesday, Sept. 4
Grand Ballroom, Union
8:00

A-MttiltyiifGdil

181 1/2 S. Main
Pastor Randy Carter
Office (419) 352-0672
Home (419) 352-4054
Charismatic Worship & Praise:
Sunday lO am & 6 pm

Become a member of the largest programming
organization on campus
Our office is now on the 3rd floor of the
Union.
\

Call 372-2343 for more information.
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School
of
HPER

FOOD MART

425 East Wooster St.
LOCATED ACROSS THE RAILROAD
TRACKS ON THE RIGHT

BEER AT STATE MINIMUM

•PARTY TRAYS 'ICE
•BEVERAGES
•FRESH SANDWICHES

•FULL SERVICE DELI
•GROCERIES

MAKE YOUR BREAK
TO DEHTLEY'S!

PHYS. ED. for CREDIT:
• Whitewater Rafting
1/4/85 thru 1/18/85
•Ski Colorado • Ski Weekends
1 week 1/4/85 thru 1/18/85
•Sailboarding
•Sailing
•Horsemanship
•Canoeing
•Red Cross Water Certification

You deserve a break and
Bentley's in the Holiday
Inn, has just the ri9ht
deals for you. Monday through
Saturday enjoy special drinks at special
pricesl And, don't forget the Bentley's
Happy Hour, every night from'4-9 pm
featuring our famous Sip 'n Dip! Make
your break a "Bentley's break!"

SIGN UP TODAY!

352-8723

372-7232

'STUDENTRECREA TION CENTER
is seeking

i«ntley'» in the Holiday Inn-Bowling Green
1550 E. Woostar St. • Bowling Green, OH 43403 • 352-5211

SSAT-PSAT
SATACTGMAT

FITNESS LEADERS
Those selected must be
ENTHUSIASTIC . . FIT . . AND WILLING to
participate in training sessions!

WELCOME BACK
BG!

Compliments of

GRELSAT MAT
6RE BIOTOEFL
BREPSYCHPCAT
DATMCAT-VAT
OCAT-NMB1-2-3
EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTQ
NPB MSKPNDB
3550 Secor Road Suite 201
FMGEMSCGFNS
Toledo, Ohio 43606'
CPA NCLEX-RH
(419)536-3701
SPEEDREADING NCB-1
ESL REVIEW-FLEX 1-2-3 No.1
INTRO TO LAWSCHOOL PREPARATION

^bn&y-H.

IF INTERESTED:
•Pick up and complete application at the SRC main office
before Septmember 6
*Sign up for fitness testing (September 4 and 5)
•Workshop - Saturday, September 7
* Fitness Audition - September 11 and 12

LEADERS will be selected and notified by September 14
and will participate in mandatory training sessions.
.»

FRESHMEN!!
Your first test:
How will you remember what happened
at BG this year?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Save all your sports programs.
Save every BG News.
Make a video tape of each day.
Take pictures at every event.
Buy a 1986 KEY.

The answer is simple!
Buy a 1986 KEY. Capture the entire year
at one low price. Order one NOW before
you forget.
celebrate 70 Years With Usl
Nam*
Soc. Sac. No.
Dal*
I
L
Htp celebrate BGa TSIh anniversary with a apodal. Otemond Jubilee edNlon of the 1986 KEY Capture not only
thai year but 75 years of growth

0 Order Your la
1986 KEY Now!
SPECIAL 78111 ANNIVERSARY FMCEII
ONLY $14.—

: I LL BE HERE TO PICK UP my yearbook
when It arrtvea m September, 1986
Please b* my bursar account
D I WONT BE HERE TO PICK UP my
yearbook Pleaae bH my bursar account an
additional $3 " maang charge and send
my yearbook to:

WE'RE READY FOR YOU!
AT MAIN ST.
SUN-NO COVER-GREAT PRICES
MON- 7-9 -OUR FAMOUS
PLASTIC CUP SPECIAL PARTY
U

NEW THIS YEAR:
*7 ft VIDEO DANCE SCREEN
*SNACK BAR featuring Pagliai Pizza

MAINS!
Welcome Back

MAIN ST.
Mm em can) K KEY Offlca. It W HM. Or empu.

352-3703

•Price ajis- on orders after Jan I, 1988

Celebrating Our Sixth Anniversary!

iMilwukee

A winning tradition

ItolwlBilnnirtn—imiiH*
"Join ui of tho Polka Fo»t"
■awllnt OrM. bnrifi. Inc.

There's never a dull moment in Falcon athletics
With 1985 being an anniversary
year for Bowling Green,
traditions will be the focus of
attention for those Involved with
the University.
Few will be able to talk as loud
and proud as the BG athletic
department as they continue a
tradition in Falcon sports —
winning.
For starters, there Is the
football team, consensus pick to
win the Mid-American
Conference title. The optimism
Is due partly to Brian McClure
(left), who is en route to breaking
Doug Flutle's NCAA record for
career passing yardage. BG also
has a solid defense including
(below) Troy Dawson (88) and
Sean Dykes (15) and John Hunter
(far below).
The BG soccer team, including
(below right) Mark Jackson (right)
and Nan Chul Shin (left), will
"head" into the year with seven
straight winning seasons under
coach Gary Palmisano. A tough
schedule and some new faces
will test the booters.
Even though they won less than
half of their games, the
volleyball team's 1984 season was
a big success due, in part, to a
talented freshmen class
including (pictured at right)
Kristen Haewski (left) and Jo
Lynn Williamson (right). Coach
Denise Van De Walle's squad
posted BG's best record in three
years.
Also seeking successful
seasons this fall will be the
women's golf team and the
men's and women's cross country
teams.

Photos by
Susan Cross
Phil Masturzo
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Falcon squads carry on the winning tradition
So here you are, the freshman
^*™gu.gn.*»tn*mm
clan of Bowling Green's 75th
anniversary. Finally at college
and away from high school.
Now I'm sure you come from
diverse high school
backgrounds, big, small, rural
and urban but there is one thing
they probably all shared athletics.
Again, there are differences,
some teams are good and others
are, well, not-so-good.
For those who enjoyed
winning teams in high school,

you're
in for
for much
much of
of the
the same
you're ta
Mine
at BG. For the unfortunates who
suffered through winleas
football seasons and obscure fall
, you are in for a welcome
The football team is tabbed by
almost everyone to walk away
with the Mid-American
Conference title. They may win
it and they may not, but, like
most worthwhile trips, getting
there will be half the fun.
Brian McClure, destined to
break Doug Flutie's career

jgfenK
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Karl's Komments

by Karl Saalth
mxMixtto,

passins yardage record will be
filling Doyt L. Perry with more
passes than a group of drunk
guys at a bar.
But he will not be the only
show. Bernard White ran
rampant In the MAC last year,
rushing for more than 1,000
yards and snaring 53 of

McClure's aerials.
McClure'i
Mriali.
And even when McClure's
scoring machine is on the
sideline, the entertainment
continues. Vince Villanucci and
Troy Dawson hit opponents like
struck.
While they pose the brawn of
the defense, the secondary
provides the grace. They're like
a National Lampoon movie, you
never know what's going to
happen next, but you know it'll
be worth watching.
But football isn't the only
attraction during the fall.
For those of you who never
bothered to see a high school

EXPRESS YOURSELF!

Wildlife'

7fl

vnltavh.ll game,
a.m. and
.nrf even
.v«, if
if you
vr..,
volleyball
did, do yourself a favor and stop
by Anderson Arena to check out
the Falcons in action.
Setters like Jo Lynn
Williamson and Deb Hopkins hit
the ball as hard as Villanucci
and Dawson drill quarterbacks.
Last year, the team generated
its best record in three seasons
and with a promising recruiting
year, is looking to get even
There's enough action in a
college volleyball match for any
video game fanatic.
Then there is the nation's
fastest growing sport - soccer.
BO has traditionally been right
In the race for NCAA recognition
and always plays tough and
aggressive. Mark Jackson, an

Shoe

Fell lint active sports apparel A
Athletic
Shoes for me. A women
BGSU Sweats * Jackets
Custom T-Shirt Lettering
Wt nnr: Ml. • ns» • Cwm
TMKB
AlkMtc Sawa Far K.uMa • Tmk
I MI Ma . tmiu > Bar«*«MI ■ Cart

Preserve and give a
professional look to
YOUR treasures

ON

Athletic Shoe Special

E. Wooster

I

E. Court

"THIRST-DAY" Night

E OeK

Annex
"Vow AikMc Sao. ad Soom
Appal! IWwin la BO"

•Mounting 'Matting
• Framing Services

COLLEGE NIGHT

Regardless of your high
schools athletic tradition, check
out Falcon sports and the BG
tradition - winning.

FALCON
HOUSE
Sportswear
&
Athletic

Bring us your prints,
posters, and photographs
for:

WELCOME BACK BG to

.ii.Am.Hoa candidate
..nHiH.,. and
.„H a.
all-America
tough, hard-nosed forward, Joins
midfielder Drew Dawson to
form a dangerous twosome.
For the avid runner, there Is
BO's dominating cross country
squads. The women racked up
four straight MAC titles before
slipping to second last year.
Coach Sid Sink hopes to bring a
promising men's team to the
same success.
Linkstera should be aware of
the ladies golf team who could
be in store for their best season
in a long time under the tutlege
of GregNye.

with any purchase of:

Receive:

M9.99-S69.99
$29.99-549.98
S19.99-S29.98

$5.00 OFF
$4.00 OFF
$3.00 OFF

with coupon • expires 9/14/85 • no other discount applies

Back-to-School Special

•FOR THE 18 AND
OVER CROWD

Strickland

Free BGSU Transfer Or Your
Name with purchase of any
T-Shirt or Sweatshirt

Custom Framing
125 E. Oak

•DANCING STARTS AT 8.-00 PJL
•GREEKS ARE ALWAYS WELCOME

£

^fjssssssasis

with coupon • expires 9/14/85 • no other discount applies

140 E. Wooster • Bowling Green •
352-3610

352-tttt

reM--w-IWSttlH»ilH

1st Annual

FIRST EDITION
HAIR DESIGN STUDIO

Bowling Green
Polka Fest

AND TAMNINO SALON

EXPERT HAIR STYLING
FOR
MEN & WOMEN

Don't
lose that
Summer TAN
FIRST EDITION uses only U.V.A. Tanning Beds

354-1477

Sponsored by
Bowling Green Elks No. 818

August 30, 31/
& September 1
Friday
Saturday
Sunday
4:00 p.m.-Midnight 4:00 p.m.-Midnight 2:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m.

POLKA and ROUND DANCING
featuring:
Touch of Brats
Mark Janson
Brass Express
Larry Szabo
Glass Town Sound

200 Campbell Hill Rd.

Rick Glnocki
Melody Kings
Harold Mltas
Mltas Touch

Bowling Green. OH.
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McClure gains national exposure
by Tom Reed
assistant sports editor

Brian McClure is a candidate
running in an election he knows
he cairt win.
His three year campaign has
been successful, but McClure's
party lacks the clout to gain the
nomination come November.
McClure is Bowling Green's
talented senior guarterback who
is a contender tor the Heisman
Trophy. He has passed for
nearly 3,000 yards in each of the
last two seasons. Another such
effort would eclipse Doug Flutie's NCAA career passing
mark.
However, McClure is a representative from the unheralded
Mid-American Conference.
Heisman delegates favor casting ballots for front-runners in
more respected conferences like
the Big Ten.
McClure understands why
he's not a favorite, but said he
would welcome the challenge of
facing the "big boys."
"Guys like Keith Byers (Ohio
State), Chuck Long (Iowa) and
Robbie Boscoe (Bngham

Service

Brian McClure
Young) play in stronger, more
recognizable conferences," the
6-6, 222 pound, Ravenna native
said. "However, if given the
chance I think I could compete
against them."
FOR TWO seasons, underclassmen quarterbacks Long
and Boscoe have stood at centerstage, while McClure served
as understudy. But his recent
assult on Flutie's record has
taken McClure to Broadway.
In July, the MAC held a press

Cold King Kegs, 24 Returncibles,

Sunday
Wine Sales

i.

"Brian is so tall he can see
over the line and into the secondary, that makes him very dangerous," Stolz said.
Even the 5-9 Stolz has stood
tall watching McClure build BG
into a perennial MAC contender.
As a freshman, he guided the
Falcons to a conference title.
Two 8-3 seasons have followed.
McClure said he'd love to
break Flutie's record, out added
that all the individual acclamation is subordinate to his team
goals.
"I have always tried to put the
team infront of me. The most
important thing to me is to win
the league," he said.
That might sound a bit insincere coming from a player
who's blessed with such talent.
However, first team all-MAC
selection Stan Hunter said it's
not so.
"Brian has received so much
attention lately, but I'll tell you
it hasn't changed him," Hunter
said. "He's the same old Brian
and he'll do what's best for the
team."
• See McClure, page 29.

Stolz recovers
lost formula
by Karl Smith
sports editor

Success at last. It seems
Denny Stolz has once again
concocted just the right mixture for a Mid-American Conference football title.
It's a special recipe Bowling Green has misplaced
since 1962 when it captured
the MAC and a California
Bowl bid. But Stolz isn't bragging about the recovery of the
precious formula, even
though the MAC coaches poll
Sicked BG to easily repeat its
962 success.
"There's nothing we can do
about what is written, we're
preparing the same as we
always do," Stolz said. "A
championship is won on the
field, not in the newspapers."
However, all the ingredients are present and it's
only a matter of jelling them
together to make the coaches

poll results a reality.
Start with a strong-armed
quarterback with experience,
senior Brian McClure. McClure is on a pace that will
vault him in to first, past
Doug Flutie, in career passing yardage. McClure holds
every BG passing record and
by the end of 198$, should also
own all MAC marks. Rick
Neiman, a fifth-year senior,
adds savvy and depth.
MCCLURE'S LOFTY stats
have not escaped the national
media, including Sports Illustrated which has a story
planned on him in the near
"Brian's always had pressure, he's used to it," Stolz
said. "Pressure is something
that quarterbacks have to
live with although it's unusual
for a quarterback in our conference to be in the national
spotlight."
• See Stolz, page 29.
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conference in New York to introduce McClure to the national
media.
"By making talented players
like Brian accessible to the media, we are bound to get more
national exposure," MAC commissioner Jim Lessig said.
The bait seems to have hooked
the media. McClure has been
featured on national television
and in magazines such as Sports
Illustrated.
McClure has also lured pro
scouts who are biting at nis
incredible statistics and size.
McClure, a two-time honorable mention all-American, is the
most prolific passer in MAC
history. He owns nearly every
conference passing mark and
has thrown tor 7,606 yards. Flutie's record is 10,579.
"Brian is one of the best I've
seen, he is potentially a number
one draft choice," BG head
coach Denny Stolz said.
NFL SCOUTS also salivate
over his big frame. In the
pocket, McClure looks like a
giant exclamation point ready to
punctuate each play with a pass
completion.
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CLIMB THE LETTERS
TO SUCCESS.
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Success is a long way up. But alter taking the first step, the second one comes easier.
Air Force ROTC can help you climb that ladder by providing o helping hand during college. It
con enrich your college years and also help with some of those school expenses ot the some time.
You can compete for scholarships that pay '100 a month for college expenses, while it picks up
the tab for all tuition, lab fees and books.
The AFROTC program has many extras. You'll learn about leadership, management; Air
Force history and traditions, and much more through AFROTC. The program prepares cadets
to take command after they groduate and are commissioned os Air Force officers.
The list goes on. Check it out todoy. See if you can climb the letters to success and meet the
challenge and accept the commitment. You'll find that the Air Force is a great way to serve
your country, and that AFROTC is a great way to get there from here.
For more information call 372-2176, 164 Memorial Hall, Bowling Green State University.
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Falcon squads carry on the winning tradition
So here you are, the freshman
clan of Bowling Green's 75th
anniversary. Finally at college
and away from high school.
Now I'm sure you come from
diverse high school
backgrounds, big, small, rural
and urban but there is one thing
tbey probably all shared athletics.
Again, there are differences,
some teams are good and others
are, well, not-so-good.
For those who enjoyed
winning teams in high school,

you're in for much of the same
at BG. For the unfortunates who
suffered through winless
football seasons and obscure fall
s, you are in for a welcome
The football team is tabbed by
almost everyone to walk away
with the Mid-American
Conference title. They may win
it and they may not, but, like
most worthwhile trips, getting
there will be half the fun.
Brian McClure, destined to
break Doug Flutie's career

Karl's Komments

by Karl Smith
*xm»«d«of

I yardage record will be
Joyt L. Perry with more
passes than a group of drunk
guys at a bar.
But he will not be the only
show. Bernard White ran
rampant in the MAC last year,
rushing for more than 1,000
yards and snaring 53 of

McClure's aerials.
And even when McClure's
scoring machine is on the
sideline, the entertainment
continues. Vince Villanucci and
Troy Dawson hit opponents like
struck.
While they pose the brawn of
the defense, the secondary
provides the grace. They're like
a National Lampoon movie, you
never know what's going to
happen next, but you know it'll
be worth watching.
But football isn't the only
attraction during the fall.
For those of you who never
bothered to see a high school

EXPRESS YOURSELF!

7fl

volleyball game, and even if you
did, do yourself a favor and stop
by Anderson Arena to check out
the Falcons in action.
Spikers like Jo Lynn
Williamson and Deb Hopkins hit
the ball as hard as Villanucci
and Dawson drill quarterbacks.
Last year, the team generated
its best record in three seasons
and with a promising recruiting
year, is looking to get even
There's enough action in a
college volleyball match for any
video game fanatic.
Then there is the nation's
fastest growing sport - soccer.
BG has traditionally been right
in the race for NCAA recognition
and always plays tough and
aggressive. Mark Jackson, an
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all-America candidate and a
tough, hard-nosed forward, Joins
midfielder Drew Dawson to
form a dangerous twosome.
For the avid runner, there is
BG's dominating cross country
squads. The women racked up
four straight MAC titles before
slipping to second last year.
Coach Sid Sink hopes to bring a
promising men's team to the
same success.
Linksters should be aware of
the ladies golf team who could
be in store for their best season
in a long time under the tutlege
of Greg Nye.
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McClure gains national exposure Stolz recovers
lost formula
by Tom Reed
assistant sports editor

Brian McClure is a candidate
running in an election he knows
he can't win.
His three year campaign has
been successful, but McClure's
party lacks the clout to gain the
nomination come November.
McClure is Bowling Green's
talented senior quarterback who
is a contender tor the Heisman
Trophy. He has passed for
nearly 3,000 yards in each of the
last two seasons. Another such
effort would eclipse Doug Flutie's NCAA career passing
mark.
However, McClure is a representative from the unheralded
Mid-American Conference.
Heisman delegates favor casting ballots for front-runners in
more respected conferences like
the Big Ten.
McClure understands why
he's not a favorite, but said he
would welcome the challenge of
facing the "big boys."
"Guys like Keith Byers (Ohio
State), Chuck Long (Iowa) and
Robbie Boscoe (Bngham

BIVlH

Brian McClure
Young) play in stronger, more
recognizable conferences," the
6-6, 222 pound, Ravenna native
said. "However, if given the
chance I think I could compete
against them."
FOR TWO seasons, underclassmen quarterbacks Long
and Boscoe have stood at centerstage, while McClure served
as understudy. But his recent
assult on Flutie's record has
taken McClure to Broadway.
In July, the MAC held a press

conference in New York to introduce McClure to the national
media.
"By making talented players
like Brian accessible to the media, we are bound to get more
national exposure," MAC commissioner Jim Lessig said.
The bait seems to have hooked
the media. McClure has been
featured on national television
and in magazines such as Sports
Illustrated.
McClure has also lured pro
scouts who are biting at his
incredible statistics and size.
McClure, a two-time honorable mention ail-American, is the
most prolific passer in MAC
history. He owns nearly every
conference passing mark and
has thrown tor 7,606 yards. Flutie's record is 10,579.
"Brian is one of the best I've
seen, he is potentially a number
one draft choice," BG head
coach Denny Stolz said.
NFL SCOUTS also salivate
over his big frame. In the
pocket, McClure looks like a
giant exclamation point ready to
punctuate each play with a pass
completion.

"Brian is so tall he can see
over the line and into the secondary, that makes him very dangerous," Stolz said.
Even the M Stolz has stood
tall watching McClure build BG
into a perennial MAC contender.
As a freshman, he guided the
Falcons to a conference title.
Two 8-3 seasons have followed.
McClure said he'd love to
break Flutie's record, but added
that all the individual acclamation is subordinate to his team
goals.
"I have always tried to put the
team infront of me. The most
important thing to me is to win
the league," he said.
That might sound a bit insincere coming from a player
who's blessed with such talent.
However, first team all-MAC
selection Stan Hunter said it's
not so.
"Brian has received so much
attention lately, but I'll tell you
it hasn't changed him," Hunter
said. "He's the same old Brian
and he'll do what's best for the
team."
• See McClure, page 29.

by Ka rl Smith
sports editor

Success at last. It seems
Denny Stolz has once again
concocted Just the right mixture for a Mid-American Conference football title.
It's a special recipe Bowling Green has misplaced
since 1982 when it captured
the MAC and a Cal&omia
Bowl bid. But Stolz isn't bragging about the recovery of the
precious formula, even
though the MAC coaches poll
Sicked BG to easily repeat its
962 success.
"There's nothing we can do
about what is written, we're
preparing the same as we
always do." Stolz said. "A
championship is won on the
field, not in the newspapers."
However, all the ingredients are present and it's
only a matter of Jelling them
together to make the coaches

poll results a reality.
Start with a strong-armed
quarterback with experience,
senior Brian McClure. McClure is on a pace that will
vault him in to first, past
Doug Flutie, in career passing yardage. McClure holds
every BG passing record and
by the end of 1985, should also
own all MAC marks. Rick
Neiman, a fifth-year senior,
adds savvy and depth.
McCLURE'S LOFTY stats
have not escaped the national
media, including Sports Illustrated which has a story
planned on him in the near
future.
"Brian's always had pressure, he's used to it," Stolz
said. "Pressure is something
that quarterbacks have to
live with although it's unusual
for a quarterback in our conference to be in the national
spotlight."
• See Stub, page 29.
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Success is o long way up. But after talcing the first step, the second one comes easier.
Air Force ROTC can help you climb that ladder by providing a helping hand during college. It
can enrich your college years and also help with some of those school expenses ot the same time.
You con compete for scholarships that pay * 100 a month for college expenses, while it picks up
the tab lor all tuition, lab fees and books.
The AFROTC program has many extras. You'll learn about leadership, management; Air
Force history and traditions, and much more through AFROTC. The program prepares cadets
to take command after they graduate and are commissioned as Air Force officers.
The list goes on. Check it out today. See if you can climb the letters to success and meet the
challenge and accept the commitment. You'll find that the Air Force is a great way to serve
your country, and that AFROTC is a great way to get there from here.
For more information coll 372-2176, 164 Memorial Hall, Bowling Green State University
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Palmisano optimistic despite lack of experience
by Ron Fritz
sports reporter

In his seven years as soccer
coach, Gary Palmisano and his
Falcons have faced some of the
toughest teams and coaches in
the country, but this season he
has to battle an even tougher

This year, 14 freshmen are
listed on Bowling Green's roster
and Just eight lettermen are
returning from last season's 108-1 squad. Palmisano is remaining optimistic despite the lack of
experience and one of the toughest schedules in the country.
"We are taking a different
approach this season," he said.
"We can't get too excited
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about the wins or too depressed
by the losses. We just have to
keep working all season."
While most coaches would
look at a season as a rebuilding
one after losing seven lettermen, Palmisano prefers to calling this season a developmental
one.
"We aren't rebuilding, but
rather we are developing 1 or the
future," Palmisano said. "Most
everybody on the team has a
chance to be here for two to four
years and we want to give them

every opportunity to improve.
We reallly have to have fun this
year. I don't want to lose sight of
that"
PATIENCE IS A virtue, but
for Palmisano. it is going to
have to be a priority this year.
"We definitely have to be patient with the young guys," be
said. "We have to let them gain
experience. It is fun for the
coaches to come to practice because we are working with a
group of young men who are
very coachable. They want to

GET THE
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ON DRUGS
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HED 340 Drug Use and Abuse
6-9 p.m. Wed.
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Conveniently located at
each end of town

learn."
Leading the returnees for the
Falcons are two seniors, co-captains Mark Jackson and Drew
Dawson.
"Both Mark and Drew work
extremely hard and are leading
by example," Palmisano said.
"What we need from those two is
consistent soccer."
The number one concern for
Palmisano is the defense. The
backfield and goalie positions
were hit hard by graduation and
only one veteran, sophomore
Dave Scharf returns.
"With the exception of Dave,
we will basically have all new
people back there," Palmisano
said. "We have to get them all
working together and improvement will come."
FRESHMEN JOE Petzker, a
Parade High School ail-American, will fill the sweeper position
and freshman Jon Felton will be
the center-back.
"They both have good size and
speed/ Palmisano said. "They
will both get better after they've
played together for a while.1'
Sophomores Scharf and Larry
Valbuena, a converted midfielderwill handle the the right
and left wingback positions, respectively.
The goalkeeper position is up
in the air, with juniors Terry
Ginley and George Heath and
freshman Jeff Vincent vying for
the spot.

Barney's North
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352-0543

BG will be playing a full Division I schedule for the first time
since Palismano has been here.
"We play 19 teams from six
different regions," he said. "The
schedule has a national appeal
to it We may be over-scheduled,
but we are presenting a tremendous challenge to the young
players."
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"They all have their own
strengths and weaknesses, but
well nave a better idea as to
who plays as the season nears,"
Palmisano said. "They are all
working extremely hard."
Up front, the midfielders and
forwards have the most experience.
"On paper, we are most experienced up front," Palmisano
said. "But as a team, we still
have only two seniors.
At midfleld, Dawson, junior
Nan Chul Shin, and sophomore
Bertil Westin will handle the
chores.
JACKSON, LAST year's leading scorer with 22 points, Junior
Gary Mexicotte, and sophomre
Steve Aleric will be the starting
forwards.
"I'm pleased with the performances of the veterans, but the
younger players are holding
their own, Palmisano said. "It
a player shows well in practice,
we'll reward them with playing
time in games. We'll play 14-17
players on any given game
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McClure
(Continued from page 27)
Add some speedy, surebanded receivers, perhaps seniors Stan Hunter, Joe Boxley
and Greg Meehan. Hunter, like
McClure, will leave BG with his
share of records if be approaches last year's 52 catches.
Boxley snared 46 aerials last
year en route to six touchdowns.
Meehan sat out '84 with a knee
injury which felled him in *3
while he was leading the MAC in
receiving.

No offense is complete without a stable of runners, so Stolz
sprinkled in a few thoroughbreds. Senior Bernard White, a
1,000 yard gainer and all-MAC
tailback, Junior Darryl Story
and senior Andre Jackson pose a
formidable ground attack.
"I'd like to average more
yards per carry, around four
(yards per carry) but I don't
know if we can do it," Stolz said.
"Our running attack gives us
balance so that defenses can't
load up on our passing game."

STIRRING IN a big, strong
offensive line including Dave
Bittner, Dan Schriner and Mike
Estep completes the explosive
offense.
Defensively, Stolz has created
another masterpiece.
"Defense is the moat improved part of our program,
we've just gotten stranger and
stronger on defense," Stolz said.
Experience is the key for the
Falcon defenders as eight starters, including six seniors, return.

Vince Villanucd and Mike
Foor anchor the Interior line
surrounded by end Chris Hartman and second team all-MAC
linebacker Troy Dawson.
Perhaps the most impressive
part of the defense is the return
of all four starters to the backfield which helped BG lead the
MAC in pass defense. Melvin
Marshall, Dean Bryson, Sean
Dykes and Brian Munson, along
with junior Raymond Redd will
no doubt give opposing quarterbacks fits.
THE ONLY question mark is
the special teams where the loss
of place kicker Gehad Youseff
leaves a gaping hole. Paul Silvi
will attempt to fill his shoes
while punter Greg Johnson, sec-

ond team all-MAC, returns for
his junior year.
Kick returning is in the capable hands and feet of Boxley,
second in the MAC, and Story.
And just to put the idng on the
cake, BG catches Miami, Toledo
and Central Michigan at home
where they have losaed only
once in the last three years.
"We play well here and it's
always good to play tough
games at home," Stolz said.
But the championship has to be
won on the road; we've got to
win a big road game."
Perhaps that could be the secret ingredient to Stolz's already
solid championship recipe.

Stolz
(Continued from page 29)
McClure said be is aware the
pressure to produce exists. But
added be wont allow it to sue*^|fflij nil?'

"I can sense the pressure," he
said. "But I'm not going to do
anything I'm not capable of to
reach the record. I plan to try to
do the same thing I've been
doing for the last two years."
If McClure accomplishes that,
BG will be in good hands.

3

American Heart
'Association

WTRtHGHTlNG FOB \OUR LIFE

I
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GLAD YOU'RE BACK!
And if you're still looking
for a place to live, contact

CAMPUS MANOR APTS.

HELP...
us fill this space and gain valuable experience as a volunteer in news or sports
writing, copy editing, or photography.
Come to the BG Mews meeting for volunteer staff members, Sun., Sept. 1, 7
p.m. BG News office, 210 West Hall.

Welcome Back
All BGSU Students

ONE OF THE FINEST APARTMENT COMPLEXES INB.C.

' Limited number of 2 bedroom units available
* Rent includes heat, air conditioning, water, and
TV cable
* And a BIG PLUS IS LOCATION!
Across the street from campus, near shops, and 5
minutes from downtown — NO LONG SNOW
WALKS TO CLASS

Campus Manor Apartments
OUT office is located in B Building, Clough Street.
Come in and see the apartments, or call 352-9302 and set up an appointment.

Dorsey Drugs
500 E. Wooster
"By The Tracks"
Watch for our Monthly
"Family Independent Pharmacy"
Sales!
m»»**>*«>**>t»l>**«««*« **»»***»**»»*»»*»*■**■*■»***».*»**»

Bring Us Your Prescriptions From Home
Monday Thru Friday
9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m. to Noon
Drive-Thru is open
Friday until 8 p.m.
Corner of South Main
and Napoleon

352-2538
DIAMOND SAVINGS
ANO LJOAN COMPANY

You're Warth More At Diamond

*****M»««»» *********************************** *******

We Feature
• American Greeting Cards
• Russell Stover Candy
• 24 hour "Blue Ribbon" Photo Developing
• School Supplies
• Filling 3rd Party Prescriptions from Home
Need Help??
Ask our pharmacist hours:
to help you
Mon. • Fri. 9:00-9:00
Sat. 9:00-5:00
352-1693
Sun. 12:00-5:00
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Linksters ready
Golf is usually considered a
game of individuals but Bowling Green golf coach Greg
Nye has his unksters thinking
in terms of "we" instead of
"me" as the Falcons gear up
for the 1985 season.
"We have had a concerted
team effort to lower our average, we've worked hard all
summer on it." Nye said.
Instead of looking for dramatic improvement from one
or two golfers, Nye is hoping
that each golfer will drop two
strokes from their lS-hole
score.
"If we do that to the
women, and you multiply that
bv four people, that's eight
strokes," Nye said. "Over the
course of a 54-hole tournament, that's 32 strokes off of
our team score."
The competition will remain fairly consistent
throughout the year, and Nye
has his sights set on the big
guns in the Midwest region.

"Every year Ohio State is
the strongest in the Midwest," Nye said. "Michigan
State is tough and we've often
seen Indiana and Purdue to
be very good."
But Nye is not about to bow
down in front of the Midwest's
giants.
"BG has shown some
strength in the past and we
have an excellent opportunity
to be a better team than last
year," Nye said.
Seniors Terry Gruner and
Claire Batista lead an experienced squad that Includes
three juniors - Geralyn Repasky, Sara Ensminger and
Andrea Andrews.
Batista and Repasky were
consistent throughout last
year, but Nye said that the
summer has improved the
games of his other golfers.
"Claire Batista and Geralyn Repasky showed signs of
playing very well but we have
improved our consistency immensely," Nye said.

BG spikers will depend on four D's
aboutMO and bench depth. BG
is three and four deep on the
bench in every position with the
exception of setter.
That critical job falls in the
hands of 5-7 sophomore Barb
Baker. Van de Walle sees the
team's only setter accomplishingr her task easily.
'The setting position is our
key and Barb Baker is improving daily," the Falcon coach

by Tom SkcmlvtU
sports reporter

The four D's are the key to a
season of success.
How often the Bowling Green
women's volleyball team wins
this fall may depend on how
these four D's are carried out.
Coach Denise Van de Wane's
four D's - desire, determination,
dedication and dissatisfaction
are her formula for a winning
season. Explaining the formula
is easy, achieving It on the court
is a more difficult task.
Van de Walk's hopes for improvement on last year's 14-16
record will rest in the hands of a
younger team. But the four D's
may make up for the lack of
collegiate exposure.
"We have such a young team.
(We have) three seniors, two
juniors and seven underclassmen," Van de Walle said.
"We'll probably add two more
freshmen, also/'
Three starters from last
year's team are gone, leaving
the underclassmen in a demanding role.

Denise Van De Walle
"A couple (of freshmen) will
play major roles right away,"
Van de Walle said. 'The others
will have to be developed as the
season goes on. All four freshman are very talented individuals."
THE FALCONS' strength liesin their average height of

♦WELCOME STUDENTS*

WELCOME

Back to School Specials
Free
BGSU (Block) or
Bowling Green (Old English)
transfer on any of our merchandise
Gals Levi
Assorted Pants
CARRI-Baggies
25% off

Sweater Vests
Reg. 24.95 sale 14.95
Polos
Reg. 15.95 sale 9.95

LEE*Guys*Cords Reg. 20.00
Sale 9.95 to 16.00
Basic Pre-Washed
2&0O"
sale
Gals Basic 5 Pocket Jean ZHfi sale
Jean Jackets
2&*5
sale
Gathered Riders
3W5
sale
London Riders
3235"
sale

ALL PANAMA JACK
Shirts & Pants

25% off

15.95
18.95
24.95
17.95
29.95

Guys Levi
Unwashed or Tag
Reg. 18.95

SALE 15.95
BIBS Cord
& Cotton
Reg. 29.00

NOW 9.95
BIBS Railroad
Stripe 5.00
26" waist only
Camouflage Sweats

Hoods 1^95-7.95
Crew 10^5-5.95
Pants 9,95-4.95

ALL SUMMER MERCHANDISE
UP TO 70% OFF

352-8333

JEANS N THINGS
for guys and gals

mistakes if everything goes as
planned. Fundamentals and specific techniques are enforced in
Van de Walk's game plan daily.
The final plan goes into effect
Sept. 10 when Michigan invades
Anderson Arena in what is the
beginning of a treacherous
schedule. After the Wolverines,
the Falcons must face powerbouse Western Michigan and
Northern Illinois.
"The schedule is tough at
Baker's improvement on the first, which is good," Van de
court may stem from her overall Walle said. "I want the incomconfidence in the team.
ing players to see how strong the
"All the passes are better, competition can get."
which makes my job easier,''
Van de Walle, in her third
Baker said. "We are definitely season as coach, will look to last
improved from last year."
year's standouts - seniors DebBaker and her cohorts have to bie Hopkins and Sue Scott and
deal with a more complex style
Eiior Lisa Berardinelli. If conof offense. Practice has consisual improvement persists,
ted of many variations of pass- last year's fifth place Miding, making communication a American Conference finish
big factor.
should be topped.
*Tne whole game is built
around communication," Van
Walk-ons get their chance at
de Walle said. "There are six two open spots in an open try out
people in a very small area and Aug. 30 at 4 p.m. in Anderson
we need to talk."
Arena. A backup at the setter
position will be looked for to
THERE SHOULD be very few spell Baker in case of injury.

Purcell's Bike Shop would like to welcome
the students back and wish them luck.
We would also like to remind you of who
we are:
•B.G.'s largest bikeshop, featuring Fuji, Trek, Miyata and Peugeot
bicycles
•Great selection of bicycle parts and accessories
•A hockey pro shop - huge selection, skates sharpened while you wait
•We rent roller skates and cross country skis by the hour
•Largest selection of English darts and parts in Northwest Ohio
•Fast, expert bicycle repairs are our specialty - unconditional guarantee on all repairs
•Purcell's own lifetime warranty on all new bicycles
•Good selection of quality used bikes
•Winter bicycle storage and tune-ups available
•Summer clearance sale now in progress
•We're looking forward to serving you, suggestions are welcome
w

531 Ridge

Purcell's

GET YOUR BREW FROM THE
COOLER CREW AT J.T.'s CARRYOCIT

Bike shop
Main St.

N

•Beer-Wine-Cigarettes-Snacks-Pop-Milk-Bread*
Watch for the opening of our New Piz^a Carryout/Delivery

131 W.wboster Street
Bowtins Green, Ohio 43402
(419) 352-6264
Hours:
1M weekdays

B.G.S.U.

405 Thurstin (Across from Mac West)

EXCLUSIVELY FOR BGSU STUDENTS
A Comprehensive Health Care Plan
From The Leader

Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plans have been serving Bowling Green
State University students for nearly 20 years. And we've designed our Student Plan
to fit your special needs and budget, with affordable rates that are guaranteed for
a full year.
Since the Blue Cross card is recognized everywhere, efficient medical care
delivery and claims processing are assured.
We'll be happy to send you more information — just fill out the coupon below.
Or call or stop by our downtown Bowling Green office. We're pleased to answer
your questions about this special student coverage.

Blue Cross
Blue Shield
In Northwest Ohio

Blue Cross of Northwest Ohio
Bowling Green District Office
315 N. Main, Suite B
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
Please send more information and an application for the Blue Cross and Blue Shield
Student Plan.

CARRY THE CARING CARET

Name:

Bowling Green Office — (419) 352-5981

Street Address:.
City:

. Age:.

State:_

.Zip:-
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BG Men and women harriers have everything in 'Sink
Sid Sink is preparing for his
first year as coach of both cross
country teams at Bowling Green
and is quickly seeing the difference between the men's and
women's squads.
With Mel Brodt retired after
25 years at the helm of the men's
team, Sink Inherits a group
which struggled in 1984. The
Falcon harriers trudged to a
sixth place finish at the MidAmerican Conference meet but
Sink remains optimistic.

"It's interesting that they
didn't do well in the conference
meet but they beat all of the
MAC teams a week later in the
regionals," Sink said. "We're
not real deep but I think we can
be the surprise team in the conference."
Senior captain Tom Franek
returns to anchor the Falcon
harriers, joined by junior Scott
Wargo, transfer Dave Mora and
sophomore Todd Nichols. Track
standout Dean Monske is also
expected to break into the top

group.
Freshmen probably won't
make a big impact on the squad,
according to Sink.
"We're looking at the people
we have because freshmen generally have trouble making the
adjustment to the 10,000 meter
race," Sink said.
SO THE pressure will be on
the veteran harriers to carry the
Falcons, and Sink knows what
he needs to improve the team's
1964 performance.
"I see us as being anywhere

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS!
from

RODGERS DRUGS
AND CAMERA SHOP

from the middle to the top of the
conference; we're not a long
shot but we're going to have to
work," Sink said. "The one thing
we can't afford is injuries early
in the year."
While the men struggled last
year, the women routinely
posted another outstanding season. Although they failed to win
the MAC title for the first time in
five years, they did finish second
and have a wealth of talent
returning.
A trio of captains will form a

solid nucleus for the women
barriers.
Sara Collas finished third in
the MAC title race while JoAnn
Wegert spent her second consecutive year battling injuries. Wegert. recently married and
finally healthy, hopes to return
to the form that garnered bar
MAC titles in her freshman and
sophomore years. Helen Poe,
another senior, will also be
counted on to add depth and
leadership to the Falcon squad.
Unlike the male ranks, Sink

said some of the freshmen could
step in and help immediately,
especially Rachelle Curran.
Regaining the coveted MAC
title may not be an easy task,
according to Sink.
"We're one of the three top
teams, but Western (Michigan)
will be tough if their healthy and
Miami has been tough lately,"
Sink said. "The women have
more depth than the men and
we'll be challenging for the top
spot. It's going to be a three
team fight"

Falcons to host tourney
The Bowling Green soccer
team will be hosting its first
ever tourney, the Toledo
Trust/BGSU Soccer Cup, Sept.
7-«.
"We are very excited about
the tourney." BG soccer coach
Gary Palmisano said. "It has
been in the plans for the past
five years and now we get the
opportunity. The timing couldn't
have been better because of the
growth of soccer everywhere."

Creighton, Richmond, and
Eastern Illinois will Join the
Falcons in the college division
with all the action taking place
at Doyt L. Perry Stadium. T'The
action will be real exciting in the
stadium," Palmisano said. "We
are looking for the support from
the students and the community
to make this a successful
event."
Sixteen youth teams from
Northwestern Ohio will partici-

The BG NeWS-

pate in the youth division which
is separated into two brackets,
12-under and 14-under age
groups. 300 youths are expected
to take part in the event.
The tourney will be the first
corporate-sponsored tournament ever at BG.
"Toledo Trust has made our
dream a reality," Palmisano
said. "It will be the highlight of
our season. It is an event to
showcase the game of soccer."

Classified Information'
Mail-In Form

DEADLINE: Two days prior to publication no later than 4 p.m.
(BG News not responsible for postal service delays)

•complete line of photo supplies and accessories
•photopaper, photo chemicals
and dark room supplies
•film processing by Eastman

ALSO AVAILABLE:
•prescriptions
•cosmetics
•school supplies

RATES: per ad are 60' per line, $1.80 minimum
50' extra per ad tor bold type.
Approximately 35-45 spaces per line
PREPAYMENT is required tor at non-university related business and individuals.
NOTICE: The News will not be responsible tor error due to illegibility or incomplete information. Please
come to 214 West Hall immediately if there is an error in your ad. The news will not be
responsible for typographical errors in classified ads for more than two consecutive insertions.

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM
Phone #

Name
Address
Social Security # or Account #
(For b*ng purposes only)

135 N. Main

352-7575

M-F 8:30 a.m.-9 p.m.
Sat. 8:30 a.m.-6 p.m.

WELCOME FRESHMAN
For your future housing
needs...

See Winthrop Terrace for
the best in housing.
One and two bedroom apts.,
furnished & unfurnished

Please print your ad clearly. EXACTLY how you wish it to appear:
(Circle words you wish to appear in bold type)

Classification In which you wish your ad to appear
Campus & City Events*
Lost & Found
Rides
Services Offered
Personals
"Campus/City Event ads are published free of charge for one day for a

Office: 400 Napoleon Rd.
9 to 5, Mon-Fri.
352-9135
Evenings by appointment

non-profit event or meeting only.

Date* of Insertion.

Total number of days .

MaH to: (On or Off-Campus Mail)
The BG News
214 West Hal BGSU
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
{Checks payable to BG News)
Phone: 372-2601

IS YOUR IMPORT FEELING ILL?
WE HAVE THE CURE
12953 KRAMER RD.
- B.G. —

BG'S LARGEST
AND MOST
COMPLETE
IMPORT
FACILITY

3 locations
Palmer, S. Summit & 400 Napoleon Rd.

Wanted
Help Wanted
For Sale
For Rent

352-7031
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Jackson, the gray beard, leads team of peach fuzz
by Ron Fritz
sports reporter

There are no gray hairs, and
nobody Is calling for a rocking
chair but to 14 freshman, Mark
Jackson Is an old man.
Jackson, one of just two seniors on the Bowling Green soccer team, is co-captain along
with other senior Drew Dawson.
The co-captain's role is one that
Jackson is taking very seriously.
"The role of captain and senior go hand-in-hand since Drew
and I are the only two (seniors)," Jackson said. "We have
to set an example. The freshmen
look up to you.
Being a senior and co-captain
is much more work than Jack

Mark Jackson

sibility than I thought," he
said. There is such a difference
between a freshman and senior.
I have to help them out a lot. It is
a good feeling though, because
you feel you have acceompliahed something."
Housing the whole team hi
dorms through summer training
has helped build team unity,
according to Jackson.
"This is the first time since
I've been here that we have
lived in dorms," Jackson said.
"A veteran rooms with a freshman so we all get to know each
other. You have to know a person before you can work with
them on the field."

son has bargained for.
"There is much more respon-

THE WORK Jackson and
Dawson have done with the

When it's gotta be pizza it's got to be
and subs and salads According to a BGSU
preference survey, students prefer Pizza to ham— ■
burgers. According to National Restaurant Asso (

elation tests, Pizza is the better nutritional value.
The B.G. News survey (5/85) rated Pisanello's
Pizza the BEST in Bowling Green. Give us a
chance to create a meal or a snack for you.

freshmen hasn't gone unnoticed
by the inspecting eye of sevenyear coach Gary Palmisano.
"Their leadership by example
is going to be very important to
the team both on and off the
field." Palmisano said. "Both
Mark and Drew have done an
outstanding lob. I hope it carries
us through the season."
Last season, Jackson led the
10-8-1 squad with 22 points.includine 10 goals. Jackson, who
has tallied a career 69 points,
hopes to improve on his scoring
production this season
"I want to have a good season
that I feel satisfied with," the
all-America candidate said. "I
want to top what I did last year.
But, more importantly, just do
whatever I can for the team."

$2 OFF
Any lorg* 16" pizza
with TWO Of mar* Items
Ire* Delivery

■
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Jackson, an all-Ohio and allMideast forward last year, takes
advantage of his speed and
quickness to go head-to-head
with an opposing player to
score.
"My one-on-one play is my
best asset. I know I can rgo
against anybody," he said. 'I
have to learn when to try and go
one-on-one, though. I nave to
wait for my teammates and rely
on them sometimes."
PALMISANO SAID Jackson's
capabilities and future are limitless.
"Mark has a tremendous
amount of athletic ability," he
said. "He still has skills that are
untapped. As be shows more and
more progress, be is developing

OFF
Any medium 13' pizza
with TWO or mor > items
free Delivery
«»pinn

ONI COUPON

352-5166

VOTED BEST PIZZA IN B.G.

OFF

■
■■

Any

II 10" pizza
or largo sub

pH|0/ieio1|
r
r
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**** OPiN 4 pm

pftpinn

COUPON

352-5166
VOTED BEST PIZZA IN B.G.

VOTED BEST PIZZA IN B.G

Introducing Wood Coble TV's oil new,
stote-of-the-ort coble television system
with the best viewing:
television has to offer

more skills."
When Jackson puts on a Falcon uniform for the last time and
graduates from BG with his
degree in Interpersonal Communications, he still plans to stay
associated with soccer in some
way.
'I want to go pro, hopefully,
but I'm more concerned with
this season," Jackson said. "But
if I don't make it, I hope to coach
or do something."
Despite all the great wins and
bad losses, one thing will remain
with Jackson long after be is
gone from BG.
"I've made some really good
friends the last three years,' he
said. "Even if I play good or
bad, I'll still have my friends
and always will."

Classifieds:
PLACEMENT SCHEDULE

WANTED

Aunuet26, 1866

CHEAP RENT! Need I male roommate «i house
acroee Irom campus Cat Tom at 362*000 or
891-6376
Hsaded: 1 Female roommate, good location.
Cat. 8heeey el 352-5439

CAMPUS AND CITY EVENTS

1 or 2 pereone wanted to snare 2 bedroom apt
Phone 362-9302

HELP WANTED
LOST AND FOUND
Xekuctor needed tor OMAT Muet have good
eooree Cat Dabble at 636-3701.

Wood Cable TV, the NEW cable company serving Bowling Green and
Portage, now offers you an unequalled selection of the best entertainment available on television. Plus, you'll be delighted by the sharp clear
picture and the uninterrupted service offered by Wood Cable. Visit our
offices at 118 N. Main Street in Bowling Green for answers to any
questions—then sign up today for the brightest entertainment to appesr
on television.

Jeftrey'e (tormenv Margarita's)
1740E WooeasrSt
Taking appeoaaona lor experienced waltreeaeeAnMra. bartendeia I cooki Mon 6/26 s
Tuee , 6/27 Irom 2 to 5

RIDES

Taking appfcaraum a wa> be raring me Icaowing
miaHum: Welters. laOaaass. barmaids, bartenders No exp. nee Appy In person at
Buttons Rt 26 Perrysburg After 6 00 pur
Tuee aiu Sun.

SERVICES OFFERED

97 GREAT CHANNELS INCLUDED IN WOOD CABLE'S NEW
BASIC SERVICE

Wood Coble TV's
basic service includes:
WDHO Toledo
Toledo
WGTE
WOIV Detroit
MTV
Video Music
ESPN
Sports
Atlanta
WTSS

ABC

WJKW

CBS
Canada
Independent
CBS
PIS
NBC

CUE!
WKBD
WTCX
WBGU

WTVO

Cleveland
Windsor
Detroit
Toledo
Llma/tO
Toledo

PBS
NBC

Independent

Discovery Channel
The Weather Channel
CBN Christian Broadcasting
Financial News Network
FNN
Cable News Network
CNN
CNN 5 Headline News
Nickelodeon Children's Programming
Nashville Network
TNN
Sports Network * Entertainment
USA
Arts ft Entertainment
A»E
C-Spen
Satellite Prosram Network
SPN
The Information Channel
MSN
Lifetime Self-Help Topics
Religious Programming
'Channel 36—A Toledo Independent Station

m.

will be added this (all

Wood Coble TV's
premium channels include:
The Movie Channel
HBO
The Disney Channel

You Con Count on
Wood Coble TV For:

Now you can select from 27 entertaining channels with Wood Cable's basic
service, including 15 stations new to the Bowling Green area. You will receive
MTV, the Arts and Entertainment Network, an all sports network, the Discovery
Channel, the Cable News Network, and even the Nashville Network. Plus you
can watch all of the Toledo stations, two stations from Detroit, and one each
from Cleveland and Atlanta, (See below for a complete listing of Wood Cables
basic service channels.)

NOW 3 PREMIUM CHANNELS TO CHOOSE FROM
Select the Movie Channel, HBO, or the Disney Channel for the best in movies,
entertainment specials, and family entertainment.

FREE SERVICE IF YOU SUBSCRIBE NOW

A REMOTE CONTROL FEATURE FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE
Wood Cable will install a cable converter* which extends the range of your
television so it can receive the 27 basic channels and whichever premium
channels you select. For $20.00 you can purchase a remote control unit that's
compatible with the cable converter—an added convenience.

A SHARPER, CLEARER PICTURE AND UNINTERRUPTED SERVICE
You'll see a big difference in the quality of your picture when you subscribe
to Wood Cables all new system. Just try us!

SIGN UP TODAY
Come by our offices at 118 N. Main Street in Bowling Green to sign up for
Wood Cable's great new service. We'll be happy to answer any questions you
might have-just call 352-8424. Be sure to sign up before August 31 and get
a free month of the Movie Channel, HBO, or the Disney Channel. That's a savings
of $9.00!
SO don't miss out any longer on Wood Cable's terrific entertainment and
sen/ice. Sign up today.
"If your television set is cable ready and you sign up for basic service only,
you will not need a converter.

You con count on us for the brightest
entertainment television has to offer.
Coll 352-8424 today.
116 N. Moln
Bowling Green. Ohio 43402

RED FORO FIESTA 1976 EXCELLENT CONDITION. 40 MPQ OWNER RELOCATWQ
11.260. 364-8604

Eiearee am. 7, tea*
Be a part ol me Outstanding Fraternity at
BGSU VkM the Kappa Sigma Fraternity on our
lal rush datee

Make the rnoel ol oolege
Jom me Kappa Sigma Fraternity

78 Chrysler 4-door LeBaron. pa . p.b.. AC.
sfeuynpe. leather uphohtry. no ruat. EXCEL
OONO. 363-0328
Base system lor sele 300 welt head EV 15.
EV 16. RtC baas Baal otter over $1000 00.
Cat 362-2677

cOHOOunmu By OWNER
Located In Bemem VSage on Airport Hghway
(neat to St John's Ugh School I 1-476.
Toledo) Two bed. tenme. pod, garage, attic.
i 9%» $39.000. 1-267-4126

M

Weto

LAKE EME tPOHT*
Hse.OQa) Hook Disposal aaW

FOR RENT

SAVE TO 7IH ITOKE WKWI

LOW MONTHLY FEES FOR SERVICE
Basic service only costs $8.95-a real bargain for 27 channels of great entertainment. It's only $17.95 a month for basic service and one premium channel.
For two premium channels and basic service, it's just $24.95. And for the Movie
Channel, HBO, and the Disney Channel, it's only S29.95 per month. That's less
than $1.00 a day for the finest television viewing available. (Remember, you get
a month's free viewing of one of Wood Cable's premium channels if you sign
up before the end of August-a $9.00 savings!)

DORM SIZE REFRIGERATOR New condition.
used oray one yaer $50 Cal 362-1677 any
erne baeara 10-00 p.m.

SACK TO MHOOL SPECIAL
warn noam LANDRUS at JAUBAU
iisCtough J52-OMI
20% OatCOUNT WITH THM A0

Sign up now for basic service and get a free month's viewing of either the
Movie Channel, HBO, or the Disney Channel-a savings of $9.00. (There's a $20.00
installation charge and a $25.00 deposit on the converter.) Now's the perfect
time to subscribe and try out one of Wood Cable's great premium channelswith no obligation, of course!

1. Trie best In family entertainment on 27 basic and 3
premium channels
*
8. The clearest, sharpest picture available
3. Service you csn depend on—and that's t promise
4. Selection, service and quality reception for just
pennies a day.

Vbod Coble TV

FOR SALE
PERSONALS

1 or 2 pereone wanted to share 2 bedroom apt
I 352-9302

Shop now and 6AVEIII

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Chilling
experiences
7 Orderly
accounting
11 Diving turd
14 Siren s lorte
15 Post s opposite
16 Numofo
17 Whalebone
18 Sacred image
19 Pan oi a
banquet roast''
20 Tramcar
contents
21 Stockpile
24 Shad* found
at a beach
25
standstill
20 Unusual Lat
27 Vary small
amounts
20 Endings with
diller and
depend
33 Arboreal rodent
37 Alvinof base
ball lame
38 Opportunities
to perform
39 Sinclair Lewis,
to I r tends
41 One ol the
Curias
42 Dawdles
43 Source Of
supply
45 Author of
Golden Boy
47 Leaning

48 Exude
50

Schooldays
composer
Edwards
51 Group of
whales
54 Put aside

50 Much
About Nothing
59 Wing of a house
60 Stettin's river
01 New Mexico
tourist maces
64 Canyon lookout
point
65 Singer Turner
06 Make feasible
67 Canam vote
60 Biblical ve<b
form
09 Ermines in
summer

Kdhed by Trade Mkfccf Jaffe
DOWN
34 Place for a
1 Country
dorm
footwear
35 Cheer on
2 Barton of the
30 Pan of a foot
Red Cross
40 Condescend
3 Kind of wrench
41 Pithy sayings
4 Deplore
44 Muddy deposits
5 Hitherto
40 Velvety
0 Washington
47 Acropolis site
figure
49 Scott's Jewel
7 Nonclerical
in the Crown
0 Cause* lo
51 Roman
happen
emperor 00-9
9 Botanical pores
10 Teacher's goal
11 Nimbus
12 Measuring
standard
13 Honshu port
22 Provide the
party rare
23 four wheeled
carriage

Payer of a
full tare
Has the blues
Composer of
Roberta
Pen name ol
fame
Like some
Mam Streets
Small
Cookout visitor
Native o I
Thailand

nnnnnn nnnrn nnn
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25 Snobbish
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28 Attentive
30 Singer Vikki
31 Greenland
colonizer.
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32 Snow equip
ment: Var
33 Historic town in
Normandy
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